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Abstract
This study entitled “The Effectiveness of Adopting CAF Strategy on Developing
Writing Skills for the Eighth Graders" aims at examining the effectiveness of adopting
CAF Strategy on developing writing skills for the Eighth Graders in north

Gaza

governorate. In order to achieve the aims of the study; the researcher adopted an quasi
experimental research design. The sample of the study consisted of (82) female students
who were equally divided into (41) students for the experimental group and (41) students
for the control one. They were randomly chosen from Banat-Jabalia Prep School, North
Gaza Governorate. The researcher designed activities related to writing skills assigned in
English for Palestine 8 textbook (paragraph writing, capitalization, punctuation, letter
writing and rearranging scrambled sentences in paragraphs). These activities were treated
according to Consider All Factors Strategy (CAF). It is worth noting that (CAF) strategy
involves the sub writing strategies; brainstorming, planning and decision making. The
experimental group received training on utilizing (CAF) strategy to improve the intended
writing skills, while the ordinary method was used in teaching the control one in the first
term of the school year (2013-2014). To check for the effectiveness of the target strategy,
the researcher constructed two tools; pre-post achievement test and a focus group
interview. The data collected were statistically analyzed by using T-test paired sample to
measure the differences between the performance of the experimental group in the pre and
the post achievement test, on one hand, and the difference between the performance of the
experimental group and the control group in the pre and the post achievement test, on the
other hand. The study findings revealed that there were statistically significant differences
between the scores of the experimental group in the pre and post achievement test in favor
of the posttest and another difference was attained between the scores of the posttest of the
experimental group and scores of the posttest of the control group
experimental group. The researcher attributes these

in favor of the

considerable results to the

effectiveness of the (CAF). Based on the findings, the researcher recommended that
English language teachers should adopt (CAF) in teaching English in general and in
teaching writing in particular.
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ملخص الرسالة باللغة العربية
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1. Introduction
In this study, the researcher focuses on the writing skill because it is of a great
importance for Palestinian EFL learners as an expressive tool to enable them to
express their ideas perfectly and fluently. This skill should be developed to become a
crucial tool in the learning process and an effective tool in the EFL learners’ academic
life to be actually used as a means of communication used to express and report their
ideas and opinions and feelings.

However, communication through writing is

considered to be a complex human task as it incorporates cognitive, perceptual and
motor aspects (Rozenblum, Shankar and Gal, 1994). Writing is a thinking process in
its own right that needs a lot of effort to rearrange ideas and thoughts (El-Shami,
2011).
Linguistically, writing is one of the four language skills that requires special
attention, as it is a productive language skill.

It is the process of transforming

thoughts and ideas into written communication. Writing proficiency needs cognition
of the orthographic system of a language structure and writing conventions. “Writing
has an Islamic value where it receives special emphasizes in the Holly Quran and
Sunnah” (Abu-Ghazalah; 2010).
Palestinian students often find some difficulties in mastering writing skills. Al
Ghussain (2001) shows that many complaints are being raised by teachers regarding
students’ low level in writing; both in mother tongue and in English as a foreign
language. This awkward situation has led the researcher to attempt to find strategies
to facilitate and develop some of the writing sub skills assigned to be taught in grade
eight in the Palestinian curriculum. By revising the literature related to teaching and
learning strategies, the researcher chose the (CAF) consider all factors strategy to
assist the target students’ writing skill.
In the same concern, Cohen (1998) reports that there are many methods that
can be used to improve student's writing skills. One of them is training students on
CAF (Consider All Factors) strategy, which might make the students interact easily
with the writing activity. CCEA (2007, p.9) says; "this methodology encourages
pupils discovering relevant factors when making a decision or considering an idea. It
is a useful tool focusing on brainstorming before planning and deciding a particular
course of action, it is a matter of setting a comprehensive list of factors which may
determine a decision or idea. CAF activities involve the learners in sharing the
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information that they have in group and pair work. It focuses on working, thinking,
problem-solving and decision making with others. De Bono (2010) says, "The CAF
gives deliberate attention to exploring for all the factors that are relevant in a
situation”. http://schoolnet.gov.mt/thinkingskills/thinkingtools.htm.
In brief, CAF is an activity in which the students may work in pairs or in
groups of two or more students. It is a useful and interesting technique because it
gives every student an opportunity to write. Without this knowledge, students may be
able to construct grammatical sentences correctly, but still unable to produce pieces of
writing rich in ideas and in consistence with the writing conventions. Thus, by
adopting CAF, the teacher is able to improve the students’ writing ability because it is
an effective technique to be applied in classroom. The students become comfortable
to write everything.
The focus of the study is utilizing (CAF), specifically, in developing
paragraph writing skill because constructing a paragraph is of great importance to do
any writing performance. A paragraph is the basic component of any essay, report,
article or book. Consequently, if students master paragraph writing, they will be able
to master writing any genre.

1.1 Rationale of the Study
In the age of globalization, the world of technology, revolution of information
and internet, written English becomes a critical demand for any individual who tends
to follow up the vast change in our modern world. However, teaching and learning
writing is not an easy job for both teachers and students, especially within schools that
have limited facilities. Along the researcher's experience as a teacher, she has noticed
that many teachers ask learners to memorize passages or compositions in order to pass
exams.

Consequently, students are weak in writing and ignorant of the writing

conventions. In the current study, the researcher tries to propose a solution that
teachers may implement - as part of their teaching techniques- to help students
develop their writing skills in English. Since CAF is the proposed strategy, which is
an interesting strategy that may improve students' writing ability, the researcher
decides to investigate the effectiveness of adopting CAF strategy on developing
writing skills for eighth graders.
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1.2 Statement of the problem
The problem can be stated in the following main question:
"What is the effect of adopting CAF Strategy on developing paragraph writing
skills for the 8th graders in Gaza?”
1.3 Research Questions:
The main question can be clarified through stating the following sub - questions:
1- What are the writing skills intended to be developed by adopting CAF for the
8th graders for Palestine & text book?
2- Are there statistically significant differences in the mean score of each level of
the target writing skills in the posttest between the experimental and control
groups (after using CAF strategy)?
3- Are there statistically significant differences in the mean score of each level of
the target writing skills between the pretest and the posttest of the
experimental group (after using CAF strategy)?

1.4 Hypotheses of the Study
The first hypothesis " there are statistically significance differences in the
mean score of each level of writing skills in the posttest between the experimental and
control groups after using CAF strategy".
The second hypothesis “There are statistically significance differences in the
mean score of each level of writing skills in the pretest and the posttest of the
experimental group after using CAF strategy".
The third hypothesis “The effect size of CAF of developing 8th grades’ writing
skills is not less than (0.14) as measured with respect to (ETA) square.

1.5 Purposes of the Study
This study aims at achieving the following purposes:
1- Identifying the writing skills intended to be developed for the Palestinian
eighth grader's.
2- Exploring the effectiveness of CAF strategy on developing writing skills.
3- Examining the effect size of CAF strategy on the levels of writing skills.
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4- Stating recommendations related to the results of the study.

1.6 Significance of the Study
This study can be significant because
1- It can improve the performance of the eighth grades in writing skills.
2- It can contribute to helping teachers of English through adopting an innovative
approach such as CAF strategy in teaching writing and other language skills in
order to help in solving some problems in the teaching and learning of English in
Palestine.
3- It can be important to curriculum designers to consider the usefulness of CAF
strategy.
4- According to the researcher's knowledge, utilizing (CAF) to develop writing
skills is the first one to be conducted in the Gaza Strip.
5- Other researchers may be encouraged to investigate the possibility of utilizing
CAF in other fields of teaching.

1.7 Definition of the Terms
Based on the related literature, the researcher states the following operational
definitions:
CAF (Consider All Factors) is a thinking process and reasoning exercise. It
could apply to brain storming, planning, decision making and drawing a conclusion or
making a judgment. CAF involves a structured thinking process which may result in
finding all elements and steps needed to achieve a task.
The Effect is the change in the learners' achievement level in English
language that may result from adopting CAF strategy.
Developing students can be better aware of the mechanics of writing and
improve their knowledge of how to use them correctly, or to make active or promote
the mechanics of writing.
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Writing skills are those skills needed to compose meaningful texts composed
of sentences organized in a coherent and a cohesive way, carrying a message
addressed to an audience or a variety of audience.
A paragraph is a group of sentences revolving around a single idea, it
contains a topic sentence which introduces the main topic and a controlling idea,
supporting sentences which explain the main idea, and a conclusion.

All are

organized in accordance with the writing conventions, (Maclin, 1996).
The Eighth Graders are female students between (13 – 14years of age), and
study English for Palestine 8 at the UNRWA schools.

1.8 Limitations of the Study
Place limitation: This study was implemented in North Gaza Governorate
in Jabalia Prep. School for Girls.
Time limitation:

The study was limited to the second semester of the

academic year (2013-2014).
Material limitation: The study was limited to the second semester units from
English for Palestine 8

textbook where the assigned skills ( punctuation, letter

writing, answering questions to form a paragraph, rearranging jumble sentences and
paragraph writing ) are available.
Sample limitation: It was limited to eighth graders in Jabalia Prep. School for
Girls.

1.9 Research Procedures
The following procedures were followed in order to answer the questions of the study
and to test the validity of the hypotheses:
1. reviewing the previous related studies on writing skills and CAF activities,
2. choosing the units of writing skills in English for Palestine 8 textbook,
3. designing the instruments of the study which are:
a. content analysis of the student's textbook to decide on what writing skills
are intended to be developed in this study,
b. pre & post achievement test including paragraph writing skills,
c. a teacher's guide and a lesson plan based on the CAF approach,
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4. consulting the specialists and considering their comments and opinions for
checking the validity of the instruments,
5. applying the pre-test on a pilot study to find the reliability of the test,
6. choosing the sample of the study that includes the experimental group and the
control one,
7. applying the pre-test on the sample of the study and computing the results,
8. implementing the experiment according to the teacher's guide and the lesson
plan on the experimental group while the control one was taught by the
traditional method,
9. applying the post-test on the experimental and control groups and recording the
results,
10. analyzing the data statistically by using an appropriate statistical package,
11. interpreting the results of the study and giving suggestions and
recommendations on the light of the study results.

1.10 Summary
Chapter one attempts to define the purpose of the study which seeks to
examine the effectiveness of adopting CAF strategy on developing writing skills for
the eighth graders. This chapter also includes the purpose and the significance of the
study, the limitations of the study, and the operational definitions of the terms.
Chapter two will deal with the theoretical framework focusing on the writing skills
and Consider All Factors approach.
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Chapter II
Theoretical Framework
2. Introduction
This chapter deals with the theoretical framework; it consists of two sections.
Section one displays all factors of the CAF strategy, stages of the CAF strategy
lesson, the effectiveness of CAF strategy in teaching writing skills, the benefits of
using CAF strategy as a writing strategy compared with other theories.

Section two

presents the definition of writing, teaching writing, its purposes in general. It also
includes writing as a process, writing stages and roles of the teacher in teaching
writing.

Section 1
Description of CAF Strategy
This section describes "Consider All Factors strategy (CAF)”. It is one of the
principal tenets of the communicative approach to language teaching. Learners are
involved in actual interaction in the classroom. This interaction must be meaningful
and involve an authentic use of language (Basturkmen, 1994, p.50). So, there are
some activities used in the classroom to promote the development of writing skills
using CAF strategy. The discussions below concentrate on CAF activities as the
strategy

that the researcher used to develop paragraph writing skills among eighth

graders in Gaza.

2.1 What is CAF Strategy?
Many definitions were given to Consider All Factors strategy. Here are some
of the definitions according to different points of view.
Andre, (2008) defines Consider All Factors (CAF) as an attention directing
tool designed to do this; during a defined interval of time, you mentally list every
consideration about a topic you can think of, as opposed to just the first few that come
to mind. (This definition matches the definition of brain storming activity in the
writing process).
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CAF is a crystallization of the process of trying to consider all the factors in a
situation. This thinking operation is essentially related to:
-

Brainstorming

-

Planning

-

Decision

Making,

(De

Bono,

2010,

http://schoolnet.gov.mt/thinkingskills/thinkingtools.htm).
It is worth noting that these three processes; brainstorming, planning, decision
making, represent the first essential steps in the writing process.
According to CCEA, (2007, p.7) "This methodology encourages pupils to think
about all the relevant factors when making a decision or considering an idea. It is a
useful tool before deciding and planning a particular course of action. It helps
gathering a comprehensive list of factors which may determine a decision or idea."

2.2 The Principles of the CAF
•

It is better to consider all the factors first, and then pick out the ones that
matter most. (It matches narrowing in writing process)

•

It should be done in group work or pair work. One may have to ask someone
else to tell him whether some important factors have been left out.

•

If one has left out an important factor, one’s answer may seem right but will
later turn out to be incomplete or incorrect.

•

Benefit from someone else’s thinking and tell the person what has been left
out.

2.3 CAF Strategy Components
2.3.1.1 Brainstorming
Brainstorming is the first step in (CAF) strategy. It can be an effective way to
generate lots of ideas on a specific issue. This activity helps students to determine
which idea – or ideas are the most appropriate. Brainstorming is most effective in any
learning activity. It should be performed in a relaxed environment. “If participants
feel free to relax and joke around, they'll stretch their brainstorming further and;
therefore, produce more creative ideas.”(Baumgartner, 2012, p.2).

Thus,

brainstorming is a process for developing creative solutions to problems.

Alex
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Faickney Osborn (1963), an advertising manager, popularized the method in 1953 in
his book ‘Applied Imagination.’ Ten years later, he proposed that teams could double
their creative output with brainstorming.
Namken and Rapp (1997) stated that “Brainstorming is a problem‐solving technique.
It is not a part of strategic planning, but is a “tool” used throughout the planning
process. It is an important group technique to learn. At different points in the
planning sessions, the facilitator may engage the group in a brainstorming session
To achieve full advantages of the brainstorming, a teacher should do the following:
• Encourage participation by all members of the group.
• Give participants ample time to “think through suggestions.
• Go “round robin”. Get active participation from the whole team time to think before
responding to or offering a statement.
• Take breaks often to revitalize the thinking process.
• Be careful of the tone of your voice. Speak in an easy conversational manner.
• Listen attentively to all speakers.
• Don’t interrupt other speakers.

Table (2.1)
Brainstorming Guidelines
Brainstorming Guidelines
• try to get as many ideas out quickly,
• hitchhike‐generate or spin off on another idea,
• do not criticize, either through comments or body
language,
• do not "justify" or explain, and
• have the mindset that there are no "bad" idea.

Source (Lyddon, 1999, p.7)
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2.3.1.2 Advantages of Brainstorming:


Students work as a whole group, with the teacher recording responses on the
chalk board or chart paper. Students also work in small groups, with one
member of the group serving as a recorder.



It is helpful to begin each session with some reminders about brainstorming.



Students should be reminded that the goal is to generate as much information
about the topic as quickly as possible, that they should simply share whatever
“pops into their heads” about the topic.



Brainstorming can be an effective way to generate lots of ideas on a specific
issue and then determine which idea – or ideas - are the best solution.
Brainstorming should be performed in a relaxed environment.



According

to

(Osborn,

1963,

http://www.nwlink.com/~donclark/perform/brainstorm.html ), there are four
basic rules in brainstorming which are intended to reduce social inhibitions
among team members, stimulate idea generation, and increase overall
creativity:
-

No criticism: Criticism of ideas are withheld during the brainstorming
session as the purpose is on generating varied and unusual ideals and
extending or adding to these ideas. Criticism is reserved for the
evaluation stage of the process. This allows the members to feel
comfortable with the idea of generating unusual ideas.

-

Welcome unusual ideas: Unusual ideas are welcomed as it is normally
easier to "tame down" than to "tame up" as new ways of thinking and
looking at the world may provide better solutions.

-

Quantity Wanted: The greater the number of ideas generated the
greater the chance of producing a radical and effective solution.

-

Combine and improve ideas: Not only are a variety of ideals wanted,
but also ways to combine ideas in order to make them better.



Separating idea generation from idea selection strengthens both activities. For
now, suspend critique and encourage wild ideas.
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Headline – capture the essence quickly and move on. Don’t stall the group by
going into a long-winded idea.



The facilitator should review the topic of the brainstorm using "why", "how",
or "what" questions.



Everyone should think about the question silently for a few moments. Each
person might want to jot down his/her ideas on a sheet of paper.



Set a time limit for the brainstorming.



Some of the advantages of brainstorming are that the technique of
brainstorming is not a complicated one and it is a fast, easy way to come up
with great ideas and solutions to problems.

2.3.2 Planning
Planning is the systematic process of establishing a need and then working out
the best way to meet the need. It should happen within a strategic framework that
enables one to identify priorities and determines operational principles. Planning
means thinking about the future so that one can do something about it now. This does
not necessarily mean that everything will go according to the plan. It probably will
not. (Shapiro, 2001).
In writing process, planning involves:
 specifying the topic,
 specifying the topic sentence,
 Specifying the controlling idea, and suggesting the supporting ideas.

2.3.2.1 The relation between planning as a part of (CAF) and writing a
paragraph:
After jotting ideas, an author should plan or draw a map of this paragraph; what
the topic sentence is; where to lay it in the paragraph; what the controlling idea is; and
what the supporting sentences are and how to conclude.
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Figure(2.1)
Writing Paragraph

Topic sentence

Controlling idea

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

sentence

sentence

sentence

sentence

Conclusion

Three kinds of paragraphs make up every formal composition. An
introductory paragraph begins the paper, stating what the paper is going to be about in
the form of a thesis statement. Body paragraphs develop the thesis statement. A
concluding paragraph restates the thesis, usually in different words, and shows briefly
how the development relates to it. Sometimes short transitional paragraphs join the
ideas in the body paragraphs, but many writers include transitional elements in the
body paragraph. So an author is in need to consider all factors needed to plan for
his/her best paragraph.

2.3.3 Decision Making
It is the process of selecting a logical choice from the available options. When
trying to make a good decision, one must weigh the positive and negative aspects of
each option, and consider all the alternatives. For effective decision making, a person
must be able to forecast the outcome of each option as well, and based on all these
items, determine which option is the best for that particular situation.
(http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/decisionmaking.)
So, it is the process of examining available possibilities, options, comparing them, and
choosing the most appropriate.

2.3.3.1 Steps In Systematic Decision Making
1. Recognizing and defining the problem or the objectives.
2. Identifying and analyzing alternative options and estimating their effects on
the problem or objectives.
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3. Choosing a preferred option.
4. Implementing the preferred option.
5. Deciding the process of follow up and predicting the results.
According to Burnett

(1993), four categories of decision-making are considered

based on framework immediate agreement, elaboration, considering alternatives, and
voicing explicit agreement.

2.3.3.2 Advantages of Decision Making
 Reduces a long list of ideas and information quickly and with a high degree of
team agreement.
 Identifies the important items on a list.
 Generates, clarifies, and evaluates a sizable list of ideas, problems, or issues
concerning with the topic.
 Generates knowledge: When many people are involved in decision making,
they apply a greater accumulation of information and experience to the
decision than that is possessed by any one member alone. Gaps in knowledge
of one person can be filled by another.
 Providing a great number of alternatives: Partly as a result of increased
information and the use of varied decision-making patterns, groups typically
can identify and evaluate more alternatives than one individual could. In
listening to each other’s ideas, group members may combine information to
develop unique solutions that no single member could conceive.
 Increasing acceptance of a decision: group work in the class leads to shared
decision making which breeds ego involvement. That is, people tend to accept
and support decisions that they make rather than those others make. The more
people, who accept a decision and are committed to it, the more likely the
decision is to be implemented successfully.
 Better comprehension of a problem and decision: More people understand a
decision when it is reached by a group. This factor is particularly important
when group members are to be involved in executing the decision.
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2.4 The Relation between decision making and writing a paragraphs
Decision making is needed in each step of constructing a paragraph. When choosing a
topic sentence, a controlling idea, supporting sentence or conclusion without decision
making, an author cannot construct a paragraph.

2.5 Advantages of CAF Strategy


It spares time and effort.



It is easy to spend large amounts of time on activities that are irrelevant to the
success of the subject. CAF components help learners to achieve the
maximum effect from a given effort.



It helps take into the account all factors, and focus on the critical ones.



It insures the awareness of the implications of what is to be done.



It enables students to be aware of all the changes that will have to be made.



It helps in gathering the needed resources.



It ensures that the subject will not fail or suffer from lack of resource.



It ensures carrying out the task in the most efficient possible way.



It helps to share risks with others.



It helps to gather lots of information and experience from the past subjects.



It allows any idea to be accepted for later consideration; coming up with new
ideas is often an advantageous thing.



It increases productivity, efficiency and effectiveness of the thinking process.



It builds strong teams in the class and increases acceptance of a decision as it
is a group decision. Shared decision- making breeds ego involvement. That
is, people tend to accept and support decisions that they make rather than those
others make. According to Lunenburg, (2010), CAF strategy provides better
comprehension of a problem and decision. Therefore, the more people accept
a decision the more people are committed to it, and the more likely the
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decision is to be implemented successfully.

Moreover, more people

understand a decision when it is reached by a group. This factor is particularly
important when group members are to be involved in executing the decision.


CAF strategy provides greater sum total of knowledge, greater number of
approaches to the problem, greater number of alternatives, increased
acceptance of a decision, and better comprehension of a problem and decision
(Gunnarsson, 2010).



Utilizing CAF helps students to develop flexibility and fluency in thinking by
practicing structured brainstorming techniques in small groups and
individually.



CAF helps students to remember a sequence of thinking processes they can
apply in many circumstances.



Utilizing CAF helps students to develop the habit of systematic thinking.



CAF helps students to generate ideas while seeking related factors.



It supports class social activities as it should be done in groups or pairs in this
concern.



Group work which is a principle of CAF is essential in language classes as it
provides a wide span of verbal and nonverbal communication.

Michael&

Patricia, (1995, p. 207) stated that "The use of group work in classroom
second language learning has long been supported by sound pedagogical
arguments. Provided careful attention is paid to the structure of tasks students
work on together, the negotiation work in group activity makes it an attractive
alternative to the teacher-instruction and a substitute for individual
conversations."

Rivera & Smith (1997, p.210) summarized the pedagogical

importance of group work in five points as follows:
- Group work helps individualize instructions.
- Group work improves the quality of students' talk.
- Group work increases language practice opportunities.
-Group work promotes a positive affective climate.
- Group work motivates students.
In fact, CAF activities assist students to achieve their goals of meaningful
communication. Through pair and group work they can get more opportunities to
speak and feel more confident about writing after cooperating with one another.
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Furthermore, they get enjoyment from learning language, which motivates
them to reach a higher level.

2.6 Disadvantages of CAF Strategy:


Disadvantages of brainstorming might be that the brainstorming session may
take up too much time if the group is not controlled, and some of the members
of the brainstorming team may not get along.



In a group, participants have to listen to one another and may spend time
repeating their ideas until they get sufficient attention.

2.7

The role of the teacher in utilizing CAF Strategy in classroom,

teacher’s role in CAF class
As a facilitator, a teacher might:


discuss with pupils the importance of considering all factors as brainstorming,
planning, and decision-making,



introduce Edward DE Bono's strategy called CAF which stands for
brainstorming, planning and decision making, and



set a time limit for the brainstorming and suggest a target number of factors to
list.

It must be remembered that teacher’s careful involvement in the class room is
required as it is highlighted in the following steps:
 Firstly, the teacher should plan and prepare for the group work
activities ahead of the writing lesson because the good designs of the
activities will result in “more negotiation of meaning, more feedback
and faster acquisition” (Skehan, 2003, p.80).
 Secondly, the engagement of the teacher in the group work is
important, (Ellis 2003, p.70).
 Thirdly, the teacher should allot roles to each member within group
reasonably (Sato, 2003). As, Ellis (2003) suggests that mixed groups
including different proficient members can work better than
homogeneous groups.
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As students suggest possible ideas, a teacher should record these ideas on chart
paper or on the blackboard or asks students to do that. Teacher should encourage
students to build upon previous ideas and accept multiple ideas and record them
without judgment or evaluation. In addition, s/he should invite each group to present
or post their CAF charts. Finally, revision of the list of factors generated should be
conducted with the class.
When the above mentioned techniques are applied in a writing class, students
can view the factors which other groups have noted. Students could then be given
time to modify or add to their original factors based on what other groups have
written on their sheets. Afterwards all factors are brought together to enable the
whole group to benefit from them. After that, the teacher leads the second step which
is narrowing the range of factors, specifying the needed ones and taking the decision
to write their first draft. They are encouraged to construct a topic sentence with a
specific controlling idea. Students plan to support the topic sentence seeking help
from the previously brainstormed ideas.

2.8 The Relation between brainstorming as component of CAF and
writing a paragraph
A paragraph is written to discuss one main idea which usually appears in a
topic sentence. To explain this idea, the author should have a group of supporting
sentences. These sentences are usually born during the brainstorming activity. It helps
seeing all related thoughts arranged before the author. It motivates thoughts and
imagination which help generating ideas and result in producing a good paragraph.
The Writing Center, (2013) proposes that brainstorming through free writing comes
up with general ideas about a chosen subject or to decide on a topic to write about. To
use this strategy, one simply sets a timer for 3 to 4 minutes and starts writing without
judgment without having to worry about grammar, spelling, neatness, handwriting, or
punctuation. The goal in CAF strategy is just to let ideas flow freely. This procedure
generates ideas quickly, even subconsciously, without over analyzing things.
Brainstorming is useful whether students have too few ideas, or too many. It
can help them whether they don’t know how to organize their thoughts, or whether
they do not even have any thoughts. But before they start, they should remember the
first rule of brainstorming: “Enumerate, don’t evaluate. Just get the ideas down, and
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do not judge them or organize them until the creative phase has wound down.”
(Nichol,

2013,

http://www.dailywritingtips.com/5-brainstorming-strategies-for-

writers/ ).
As a key ingredient of the creative writing process, brainstorming is
fundamental to preparing the student to write. With primary students, this is usually a
shared experience, guided by mom or the teacher. Make this a fun, low-key time for
chatting about ideas for writing. Before beginning a writing project, the teacher
should brainstorm with the students for ideas related to that day’s topic. The teacher
and the students should use brainstorming to:


Generate possible topic ideas for writing.



Determine things to write about the chosen topic. (Pearson, 2008).

Section 2
The Writing Skill
2.9 What is writing?
The researcher defines writing a language skill which is in its simplest form a
matter of drawing written symbols as of languages (orthographic symbols) to
compose words and sentences which carry messages to be communicated among
people. It is a skill of a great value for humanity. To explain, it is the most reliable,
permanent vessel which stores the production of human thought and civilizations.
Writing in a foreign language bridges some of the gaps among nations and
reduces isolation. Each culture can benefit from the positive sides of other cultures
and keep in touch with the latest developments all over the world. So, writing is a
prominent and permanent means of communication among peoples. The researcher
got it as a result of her reading in the field.
Writing is a highly demanding productive skill. It is also not a naturally
acquired one, a fact that makes writing different from speaking. To elaborate, every
human being is capable of acquiring the speaking skill without receiving formal
training. On the other hand, writing skill, whether in one's native language or a
foreign language, requires much training and practice in order to be developed.
There are many different definitions for writing either as a process or a skill.
For more clarification, the researcher will display some of these definitions below as
follows:
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Writing is defined as the representation of language in a textual medium
through the use of a set of signs or symbols (known as a writing system).
(en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Writing)
Writing is also defined as "anything written, such as composition, that has
meaning".(Nordquist, 2013). However, writing is not a natural activity, it requires
thought, discipline, and concentration. From the social constructionists’ point of
view, writing is a social act that happens within a specific context and for a specific
audience. (De Larios and Murphy, 2001 pp.25-40)
Writing refers to “the domain of language proficiency that encompasses how
students engage in written communication in a variety of forms for a variety of
purposes and audiences." (WIDA document, 2005).

Writing is also "a complex

process involving the construction of recorded messages on paper or on some other
material and, more recently, on a computer screen" (Abou Shaaban, 2003).
Furthermore, writing means ‘to form (letters, words or symbols) with an instrument
such as a pen to trace or form letters, symbols on paper or another surface to produce
written material, such as articles or books, to compose letters; or communicate by
mail’ (Abou Shaaban, 2003). In brief, writing is a system of human communication
using signs or symbols associated by convention with units of language — meanings
or sounds — and recorded on materials such as paper, stone, or clay. (Olson, 2013,
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/649670/writing).
The researcher can conclude that writing is a matter of construction where
man needs to combine his mental activity with physical activity, following specific
writing conventions to produce a message to be communicated.

2.10 Importance of Teaching Writing
Writing is so important due to various reasons:
On the national and international levels, it is the permanent vessel which carries
human thinking products among successive generations. It keeps knowledge from
being forgotten. It is portable and permanent.

On the personal level (Isleem, 2012, p.14) The researcher got it as a result of
her experience reading in the field) states that"(1) writing is the primary basis
upon which one's work, or learning, intellect, will be judged whether in school,
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college, work place, or in the community; (2) it expresses one's personality; (3) it
makes one's thinking visible; (4) it helps one move easily among facts, inferences,
opinions without getting confused and without confusing one's readers; (5) it
fosters one's ability to explain a complex position to readers, and oneself; and (6)
it stimulates one to extend a line of thought beyond one's first impressions or
responses.”

2.11Purposes of Teaching Writing
In its early stages, the purpose of teaching writing is a matter of training
students to draw the shapes of letters and combine them into meaningfull words. In
this regard, Khailani and Muqattash (1996, p.125-128) mentioned five pedagogical
purposes for teaching writing. They are reinforcement, training, imitation,
communication and fluency.
1- Writing for Reinforcement.
One of the pedagogical purposes is to reinforce understanding on the part of
students, whose purpose ,as authors, is to demonstrate accuracy to the teacher. On the
other hand, teachers ask their students to write in order to reinforce something that
they have learned.
2- Writing for Training
Writing for training is another purpose for teaching writing.

It aims to

introduce the students to patterns of linguistic and rhetorical forms that might be new
to them. Students are given practice in using and manipulating these new patterns.
3- Writing for Imitation
In this kind of writing, teachers want their students to become familiar with
rhetorical and syntactic forms by following carefully chosen models.
4- Writing for Communication
In writing for communication, the emphasis is placed on meeting students`
needs both in gaining control over the conventions of written English and in obtaining
opportunities for self-expression.
5- Writing for Fluency
Accuracy is a necessary condition for fluency and both need to be emphasized
by the language teacher. At the early stages of the writing skill, the teacher needs to
design writing activities.

For example, sentence completion, sentence joining,
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dictation and writing a paragraph based on a model to reinforce work on structure and
vocabulary to maintain accuracy in writing.
Harmer (2001, pp. 79-84) explains four reasons for teaching writing to
students of English as a foreign language .These reasons are reinforcement, language
development, learning style and writing as a skill.
1. Reinforcement: some students acquire languages in an oral /aural way; others get
benefit from seeing the language written down. "The visual demonstration of
language construction is invaluable for both understanding and memory." It is
useful for students to write the new language shortly after studying it.
2. Language for development: the process of writing is different from the process of
speaking; the former helps us to learn as we go along. "The mental activity of
constructing proper written texts is part of the ongoing learning experiences."
3. Learning style: some students are quick at acquiring language just by looking and
listening; others may take longer time in producing language in a slower way. So,
writing is appropriate for those learners.
4. Writing as a skill: the most essential reason for teaching writing is that, it is a basic
language skill like speaking, listening and reading. Students need to know how to
write letters, compositions, essays and reports and how to use writing conventions.

2.12Writing as a Process
Writing as a process is systematic way of producing a piece of writing
specifically a paragraph or an essay. An author proceed through three stages; prewriting stage (brain storming and planning), while writing stage (drafting) and post
writing stage (revising and editing) and finally publishing.
Harmer (2004, p.4-6) tells us something about the process of writing and the
stages a writer goes through so as to produce a piece of writing. He suggests four
main elements: planning, the writer has to think about three issues (purpose, audience
and content structure.); drafting, is the first version of a piece of writing; and editing
(reflecting and revision) and finally the final version.
According to Min and Li ( 2007, p.42), " process writing is learning how to
write by writing." This current emphasis on writing instruction focuses on the process
of creating writing rather than the end product. The basic premise of process writing
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is that all learners can write and the focus here is on creating quality content and
learning the genres of writing.
The process writing approach focuses on leading to the ultimate product,
helping student- writers understand their own composing process, helping them build
repertoires of strategies for pre- writing, drafting and re- writing, giving students time
to write and re-write, assigning central significance on the revision process, letting
students discover what they want to say as they write, providing feedback to students
throughout the composing process to consider as they try to bring their expression
nearer to intention, encouraging feedback from instructors and peers as well as
individual conferences between the teacher and the student during the composing
process, (Shih, 1986).

2.13 Writing Stages
Gardner and Johnson (1997, p.4) describe the stages of the writing process as
"Writing is a fluid process created by writers as they work. Accomplished writers
move back and forth between the stages of the process, both consciously and
unconsciously. Young writers, however, benefit from the structure and security of
following the writing process in their writing.”
I- Prewriting: Students generate ideas for writing: brainstorming; reading literature;
creating life maps, webs, and story charts; developing word banks; deciding on form,
audience, voice, and purpose, as well as through teacher motivation.
According to Wray and Medwell (1991), the aim of this stage is to help pupils
generate ideas.

Helal (2003), Hedage (2001), and Seow (2003) introduce the

following pre-writing activities:
- Group brainstorming: Students express their ideas spontaneously without measuring
the output on the wrong or right scales.
- Clustering: This is based on words related to a stimulus given by the teacher. The words
are circled and then linked by lines in distinctive clusters.
- Rapid free writing: within one or two minutes pupils write quickly when they see the
topic word, (Richards; 1990).
- Information gathering activities: These include interviews, opinion surveys, trips,
reading magazines and newspapers, (Helal; 2003, Richards; 1990).
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II- While – writing: (thesis development, writing from notes, proceeding from a given
beginning phrase and following a plan).
III-The writing stage: the learners do the task, for example, writing a report, a story, a
letter.
Hedage (2001 ) and Seow (2003) define four basic stages of the writing process
Figure (2.2).
Figure (2.2)
Stages of writing

Seow (2003) identifies other three stages in the writing process externally imposed on
the pupils by the teacher. These are:

Figure (2.3): Stages in the writing process
Source: (Seow, 2003, p.105)
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2.14 Teaching Writing
Archibald (2001) stated that although proficiency in writing is somewhat
related to overall language proficiency, improvements in general language proficiency
do not necessarily affect a student’s proficiency in writing in their L2. However,
writing instruction can be effective in raising proficiency in a number of areas.
Recent approaches to instruction have recognized that, while weak areas can be
specifically addressed, writing must always be seen as culturally and socially situated.
Learners’ needs are different at various stages in their learning, and teachers must
develop tasks to accommodate this.

Grabe and Kaplan (2001) gave a detailed

discussion on teaching approaches at beginning, intermediate and advanced levels of
proficiency.

At lower levels, frequent short writing activities can help to build

familiarity and develop a useful, productive vocabulary. The variety and length of
tasks can be extended for intermediate level students - developing more complex
themes and building a repertoire of strategies for effective writing. Advanced level
students need to develop greater understanding of genres and the place of writing in
particular discourse communities. They also need to develop their strategies and
establish their own voice in the second language.
Monaghan (2007) noted that teaching writing would include writing strategies,
defined as methods of imparting necessary knowledge of the conventions of written
discourse and the basis of grammar and syntax through various pedagogical methods.
Ultimately, teaching writing means guiding students toward achieving the highest
ability in communicating in words.

2.15 Roles of the Teacher in Teaching Writing
Writing is a productive skill that should pass in a ladder of steps leading to the
ultimate purpose. A teacher is the one who takes students by hand to climb up the
stairs gradually. A teacher coaches and scaffolds student to come to the final stair.
Harmer (2001) and Tribble (1996) go through some roles of the teacher in responding
to pupils' writing. These are:
1. Assistant and resource:
During the writing process, the teacher helps learners to learn ways of writing
a text, choosing appropriate vocabulary, the genre in which they are writing and the
subject matter of the text.
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2. Audience and feedback provider:
The teacher should respond to pupils' writing as an interested reader rather
than a judge. The teacher may comment "the first paragraph could be made more
interesting for the reader.
3. Evaluator:
Evaluation implies commenting on the final product and showing its points of
weakness and strength so that learners may write better in future.
4. Examiner:
Teachers should provide objective assessment of pupils' writing. Assessment
must be based on clear criteria.
While students are working together, their teacher will be available to give advice and
encouragement. After they’ve finished working together, and the class is reassembled,
their teacher will give them feedback, offer suggestions and advice, make corrections,
and answer questions, (Jones, 2007, p.3).

2.16 Paragraph Writing
2.16.1 What is a Paragraph?
A paragraph is a group of sentences about a topic. Every paragraph should
have one topic, which is usually presented in the first sentence called the topic
sentence. All the other sentences in the paragraph must develop and support the topic.
(Writing a Paragraph, Cambridge).
• The first sentence in a paragraph.
• Presents the topic and the controlling idea (an important idea
Topic Sentence

related.
• The topic

of the paragraph around which the supporting

sentences revolve
For example: Reasons for going to university.
• The main part of the paragraph.
• Provide several supporting points that explain the controlling
Supporting

idea of the paragraph.

sentences

• Provide details that explain each supporting point.
For example:
Divorce is a social problem which destroys children’s lives,
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• The last sentence in a paragraph
• Restates the controlling idea and summarizes the supporting
points.

Concluding

For example:

sentence

We have to struggle not to break family life because it is a
matter of destruction not only for children but for all family
members.

Table(2.4): Writing a Paragraph

2.17 Mechanics of Writing
The Mechanics of writing are those conventions which help authors at all
levels—students and professionals —to improve the quality of their writing, mainly
they

include

punctuation,

capitalization,

contractions,

numerals,

technical

abbreviations and acronyms. Norman et al. (2005) define it as the sub-skill that
includes such things as punctuation, spelling, abbreviations, acronyms.," Smith (2003,
p.2) also states that "The term 'mechanics' refers to the processes involved in getting
words into print-handwriting or typing, spelling, grammar and formatting.
Similarly, Sun (2003) simply states that mechanics of writing specifies the
established conventions for words that one uses in his / her documentation. These
conventions include capitalization, contractions, gerunds, participles, numbers,
numerals, pronouns, technical abbreviations, acronyms, units of measurement and
punctuation marks.
The current study focuses on developing two main components of mechanics
of writing: punctuation marks and capitalization.

2.17.1 Punctuation
Punctuation marks are those written signs which separate the components of
written material in a way that matches the meaning and facilitates communicating the
meaning to the reader. They include commas, colon, semicolon, question mark,
exclamation mark, hyphen, dashes, quotation marks and parentheses.
Rude, (2006, p.173) asserts the importance of punctuation in helping people read
sentences accurately. Internal marks – commas, semicolons, dashes – as well as end
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punctuation reveal sentence patterns and relationships of clauses and phrases.
Incorrect punctuation may create document noise and confusion.
Gibaldi et al. (1988) argue that the primary purpose of punctuation is to ensure
the clarity and readability of one's writing. They add that although punctuation is, to
some extent, a matter of personal preference, there are many required uses; and while
certain practices are optional, consistency is mandatory. In the classroom, students
have to use punctuation correctly in all types of sentences. Students have to know the
use of full stop, comma, apostrophe, question marks and so on.
With regard to the current study, the researcher applied an achievement test
during the experiment, see appendix (A), and found out that the students used
punctuation marks in the test correctly; they demonstrated that they knew how to use
all these punctuation marks: full stop, comma, question mark and the rest.

A Functional Concept of Punctuation:
Punctuation is placed in the text to make meaning clear and to make writing
easier. The various punctuation marks perform four functions:
(1) separate (a period separates sentences),
(2) group or enclose (parentheses enclose extraneous information),
(3) connect (a hyphen connects a unit modifier), and
(4) impart meaning (a question mark may make a declarative sentence interrogative).
( McCaskill, 1990, p.47)

2.17.2 Capitalization
Capitalization refers to capitalizing the first letter of proper nouns and titles,
abbreviations, acronyms and beginning of sentences. Its objectives is to discriminate
these items from the other parts of written material and to attract readers attention to
their specific functions.
G.P.O. (1984, p.27) asserts that "it is impossible to give rules that will cover
every conceivable problem in capitalization".

Actually, capitalization is mostly a

matter of editorial style and preference rather than a matter of generally accepted
rules. In addition, although there is a clearly recognized rule requiring capitalization
of proper nouns and adjectives, opinions differ concerning what a proper noun is.
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Warriner (1982) refers to the fact that one may very well find examples of
capitalization or cases of a lack of capitalization that do not agree with the standard
rules in one's reading of books, magazines and newspapers. This fact is attributed to
the change of capitalization practices.
However, the following is a non-comprehensive list of items that need to capitalize:
1. Proper nouns.
2. The letters of many abbreviations and acronyms.
3. The first letter of the first word in numbered or bulleted lists.
4. The first letter of the first word in figure callouts.

2.17.3 Letter writing
It is special kind of writing that is particularly useful in everyday life, at home and at
work. To create an effective letter, a writer needs three sets of skills:


A good knowledge of mechanics.



The ability to structure good sentences and paragraphs



A familiarity with the conventions readers have come to expect when reading
letters.

Letter writing is still important. It is sometimes easier to write down our feelings
and thoughts than it is to speak them. It also remains less expensive to mail a letter to
family or friends than to call long distance or pay for access to a computer and e-mail.

Letters have several advantages
First, they provide a permanent record of what was said.
Second, the writer has the time to carefully compose the message, and the reader has
the time to read it and reread it until the message is clear. As well, a letter can be kept
on file and used as many times as necessary. (Curtis, Acott-Smith 1990).
Structure of Effective Letters
There is an acceptable structure for writing professional letters as noted in below:


Return address and the current date needs to be placed at the beginning of the
letter - either top left corner, tabbed or flushed right in the upper right-hand
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corner of the letter. Name or telephone number are not included in this
section.


The employer’s address should be placed at the left margin before the
salutation. The inside address includes the name, title, department, and
complete address of the organization to whom you are writing.



The salutation is the formal greeting of the letter. “Dear Mr.” or “Dear Ms.”
preceding the individual's last name is appropriate. The punctuation following
the salutation can be a colon (:) or comma (,). “Mrs.” Should not be used
unless you have seen this title used by the individual in question. Do not use
“To whom it may concern” or “Dear Sir/Madam” as it will appear you have
written a form letter. If you do not have the name of an individual, you may
use “Dear Human Resources”.



The body of the letter comes after the salutation. The body can be three to five
paragraphs in length depending upon the content and intent of the letter.



Paragraphs can be indented five spaces or block style can be used. The text
within each paragraph is single-spaced with double-spacing between each
paragraph.



The closing follows the body of the letter. It is aligned with your return
address and current date that opened the letter. A formal closing, such as
"Sincerely," is appropriate. Three to four blank lines are inserted and formal
name is typed as it appears on resume.



Above typed name, sign your name in blue or black ink. Other colors of ink
and pencils will not photocopy well.



If information is to be enclosed, (i.e. a resume or transcript) then it is
appropriate to place the word "Enclosure:" at the left margin followed by the
name(s) of the paragraph(s) enclosed.

Types of personal letters
Any time you write a letter for a personal reason, you may use a personal letter
format. There are six types of personal letters:
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a. Friendly letters
When you write to a friend to exchange news , the letter is written in casual
language. You write as if you were speaking to the friend. Although the letter may be
written to someone who knows you well, it is important that you spell correctly, write
in complete sentences, and keep your thoughts separate by writing in complete
sentences and paragraphs, indenting at the beginning of each paragraph. Grammar,
spelling, capitalization, and punctuation count as well. You want the reader to
understand what you mean to say.
b. Thank you notes
Thank-you notes, another type of personal letter, are sent as a courtesy to
thank someone for his or her thoughtfulness or kindness. After receiving a gift,
flowers, or a favor, sending a thank-you note lets the sender know you received the
gift, noticed the favor, or appreciated his/her kindness.
c. Letters of condolence
Another type of personal letter, a letter of condolence, is sent to express
sympathy for something that has happened to the reader of the letter or to someone
close to him/her.
d. Note of the teacher
Sometimes it is necessary to write a note to the school, to your child’s teacher
or to someone else in the community. The friendly letter format is also appropriate in
these situations.
e. Letters of invitation
When writing letters of invitation, you need to take special care to think about
your purpose in writing. For example, are you writing simply to invite them? Do they
need to be persuaded to come? Do you need to know for sure that they are coming so
you can make sure there will be enough preparation.
f. Letters of apology
A letter of regret is not only polite, but usually expected. The letter you write
should be warm and friendly. In many cases, you may want to explain why you are
not able to attend. Be sure to thank the person for the invitation and let them know
you appreciated it.
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2.18 Writing in the Palestinian context
According to the General Administration of Curricula (1999), the Palestinian
English Language Curriculum aims to develop communicative competence, cultural
awareness, study and thinking skills and values. Depending on what is mentioned
above, the Palestinian students are expected to write properly in different situations
for many purposes. These various purposes are listed by the General Administration
of Curricula (1999) in the General English Language Curriculum as:


Develop left-to-right writing orientation.



Print legibly small and capital letters.



Copy words in core vocabulary lists.



Maintain appropriate spacing between letters in a word and between words.



Complete words by supplying the missing letters.



Spell frequently used words correctly.



Arrange scrambled letters into words.



Complete a phrase or sentence by supplying the missing word.



Write dictated material (words_ phrases, sentences) correctly.



Write answers to questions based on reading material.



Construct sentences following a model.



Write simple sentences describing pictures, drawings, or activities, etc., using
words from a list.



Use capital letters and basic punctuation (period, question mark) correctly.



Write simple sentences about self, family, and immediate environment.



Copy short text accurately using correct punctuation.



Use capital letters and basic punctuation (period, question mark) correctly.



Spell frequently used words correctly.



Arrange scrambled sentences into a coherent paragraph.



Complete a phrase or sentence by supplying the missing words.



Write dictated material (words, phrases, sentences, or short text) correctly.



Transcode information in diagrammatic display into written text.



Produce a text in imitation of a model.



Write a post card.



Fill in an application form giving essential personal information.
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Combine sentences using connectives



Transcode information in diagrammatic display into written text.



Revise, edit, and rewrite own work.



To transfer data from graphic to expository form.



To express own emotions , attitudes, opinions on a variety topics.
It appears that in the Palestinian public schools students start writing from

tracing letters to writing journals, instructions, a descriptive paragraph and some kind
of a persuasive paragraph. However, the level of writing skill in Palestine needs
much promoting. To illustrate this, Palestinian students majoring in English seem to
be a part of that common weakness in writing; for they are in short of all the upper
mentioned writing skills.
However after investigating the 12 books of English for Palestine Curriculum, the
researcher found that writing process is not treated in the books. What is treated is
writing sub skills such as spelling, grammar and sentence structure, cohesion and
coherence, summarizing and rearranging sentences. So providing English for
Palestine curriculum with strategies like CAF will help student to write systematically
and will provide them with the basic steps of accomplishing a written piece of work.

2.19 Summary
The researcher has presented this chapter in two parts. The first part introduces
the concept of CAF,

the principles of the CAF, CAF strategy Components

(Brainstorming, Planning, Decision Making), besides the relation between decision
making and writing a paragraphs, advantages of CAF Strategy, disadvantages of
CAF strategy, role of the teacher in utilizing (CAF) strategy in classroom, and the
relation between brain storming as a component of (CAF) and writing a paragraph.
The second part represents writing skill, importance of teaching, writing, writing as a
process, writing stages, roles of the teacher in teaching writing, paragraph writing,
mechanics of writing, and writing in the Palestinian context.
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3.4 Summary

Chapter III
Previous Studies
3-Introduction
In this part the researcher sheds light on previous studies related to the current
study. It introduces studies related to the components of “CAF” strategy (brain
storming, planning, decision making) and their relation to writing skills development.

A-The

following

related

studies

investigate

the

impact

of

brainstorming which is one of the components of (CAF) strategy on
developing writing skill.
3.1Studies Related to Consider All Factors Strategy
ZhenhuiRao (2007) describes an exploratory study that investigated the
effects of training in brainstorming strategy on learners' performance and perceptions
about writing. The learners who received instruction in brainstorming were two
complete classes of sophomores in a Chinese university. Writing performance, at the
beginning and end of the study, was assessed and compared with a third group that
did not learn brainstorming strategy but completed the same pre- and post- study task.
The article describes the instruction that was provided and the findings of the effects
of brainstorming instruction.

The data demonstrated that explicit instruction of

brainstorming strategy had a measurable influence on writing performance.

The

attitudinal survey also indicated that the students felt positive about the brainstorming
strategy. It is suggested that EFL teachers in universities or colleges should move
from a product-based approach to a process-focused approach in their teaching of
writing as the latter may contribute towards activating students' thinking and creating
ideas for a writing task.
The procedure in this study was intended to stimulate students’ thinking, to create and
organize ideas, and to compose the raw materials into a text the same as the CAF
strategy. It ran as follows:
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Thinking individually -verbalizing ideas in pairs or groups- brainstorming
ideas in oral and note forms, classifying ideas into proper categories which makes it
similar to the current study.

Mohammad Fawz (2013) aims to investigate the exploitation of
brainstorming as the first step in the writing process as a means of enhancing
students’ motivation to write essays. The article starts with a background of different
approaches to the writing process and writing product. It also provides an overview
of the main brainstorming types: free and guided focusing on the journalistic guided
brainstorming.

An experiment involving 12 students from the post Foundation

Program at Qatar University was conducted to compare between free brainstorming
and guided brainstorming. They were given tasks to complete, and the analysis of data
was based on teachers’ observations and students’ feedback. The results indicated that
both types of brainstorming were motivating to students with more preference given
to guide brainstorming.
Brainstorming and writing motivation are two major areas in this study and in
the current study as they consider brainstorming activity as a key factor that can have
impact students’ writing motivation.

Darayseh's study (2003) investigated the impact of a proposed program
based on two strategies of the semantic map and brainstorming in improving attitudes
and development writing ability in English for students of the scientific secondary
first grade, and to assess the role that was played by these strategies in improving their
attitudes toward writing in the area of Ramtha, where the study population consisted
of all students of the scientific secondary first grade in the educational government
schools of the Directorate of Ramtha Educational District in the academic year of
(2002-2003) and the sample consisted of (212) learners (males and females), spread
over three divisions for males and three females were selected randomly, the
experimental group has formed of two divisions of males and two divisions of
females, while the control group consisted of the division for males and one for
females. The study showed the results, the most important, there are significant
differences in favor of the experimental group that taught according to the proposed
program.
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The relation between this study and the current study depends on
brainstorming in development writing ability in English for students.

Al-qarni's study (2011) investigated the effectiveness of

the

brainstorming strategy in developing creative writing among third intermediate
students in Qurayyat city. A purposeful random sample was drawn, the sample
consisted of (115) male and female students. Two classes were chosen to represent the
experimental group and the experimental group. The researcher administrated
Torrance test (Form A) as a pretest. The findings of the study showed that there were
statistical differences between the means of both groups on the test in the favor of the
experimental group, who studied through brainstorming. Moreover, there were no
statistical significant differences between the means of male and female student
scores on the creative writing test and sub skills attributed to gender. There were
statistical difference between the means of students' scores on the post test and its sub
skills attributed to interaction between gender and the teaching method.
The sample in this study was chosen randomly the same as the current study .

Al-Blwi's study (2006) was conducted to investigate the effectiveness of
brainstorming in developing creative thinking and measuring the thinking among
science stream students. The sample consisted of (100) male and female students
chosen from two schools: one was Tabouk public schools one for males, and the other
for females. Two classes were chosen, each class contained (25) students. The
findings of the study showed that there were statistically significant differences
between the study groups attributed to the teaching method of creative thinking.
There were no significantly statistically significant between the means of males and
females performance and the interaction between the method and gender.
Both Al-Blwi's study and the current study seek to find out whether there are any
statistically significant differences between the target groups attributed to the teaching
method of creative thinking in brainstorming activities.

Christmas (2011) investigated the effects of brainstorming techniques on
students’ perceptions of their writing performance. A class of eleven students was
given instruction in two specific brainstorming techniques prior to the completion of a
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writing task in a normal class setting. The students were then given an attitudinal
survey asking how useful and effective they found each technique to be. They were
also asked to give feedback on how the techniques could be improved. This article
will outline the two brainstorming techniques used in the classroom as well as the
feedback methods used to record students’ perceptions. The data collected from the
surveys demonstrated that students felt the techniques studied were both useful and
effective in preparing them for their writing tasks. It is suggested that these techniques
could be used to compliment the product‐based approach to the teaching of academic
writing at CET.

B-The following related studies investigate the impact of planning
which is one of the components of (CAF) strategy on developing
writing skill.
Shin (2008) investigated the effects of planning on second-language skills in
learning: a study of Korean learners of English as a foreign language written
production with regard to proficiency level, and task type. The participants were 157
Korean learners of English as a foreign language attending a four-year university in
Korea. They were asked to complete two different types of writing tasks (Expository
writing task and Argumentative writing task) in different planned conditions
(Individual Planned Condition and Collaborative Planned Condition) over a two-week
period. In the Individual Planned Condition, learners were given 10 minutes for
individual planning in the restructured task sheet and then asked to write an essay for
30 minutes. In the Collaborative Planned Condition, learners were allowed to interact
with a peer during planning and they were required to independently complete an
essay. The results also indicated that proficiency had influenced learners’ written
performance in both tasks. The proficiency effect was consistently found throughout
the analytic scores Task 1 and Task 2. However, the interaction between condition
and proficiency was not found in the two tasks. The results of repeated measures for
the effect of task type revealed that significant mean differences were only found in
the Mechanics section. It is concluded that Korean EFL 2 learners’ written
performance was affected by planned condition and proficiency, but to only a small
degree by the nature of task type with regard to the five analytic features. The findings
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of this study help broaden the understanding of second language learners’ cognitive
writing process involving planning. In addition, the results have pedagogical
implications as well as theoretical implications in second language writing and
relevance to second language writing assessment.

C- Studies Related to Decision-making Processes
Lee (2013) attempted to investigate the impact of decision-making processes
that occur during a collaborative writing task involving college freshman students. It
looks into students’ writing decisions and the factors that underlie such decisions.
Two groups, each consisting of three female students, wrote an argumentative essay
collaboratively. The writing sessions were audio and video-taped and a stimulated
recall interview was conducted immediately after each session. Verbal transcripts of
the interaction were analyzed according to topical episodes and classified based on
Burnett’s (1993) categories of decision making, which include immediate agreement,
elaboration, considering alternatives, and voicing explicit disagreement. Patterns of
decision-making were identified in each category. The stimulated recall protocols
were used to explain participants’ decisions during the stages of prewriting, drafting,
and revising. The study revealed participants’ less attention to planning but more time
spent on translating ideas into sentences. More patterns and longer turns were noted
under Voicing Explicit Disagreement and focused more on ideas and translating or
phrasing ideas. Conflicts were attributed to participants’ differences in their
knowledge about writing itself and views about what constitutes good writing. The
study recommended explicit teaching of collaborative skills and composing strategies
and correction of students’ misconceptions about good writing.
This study describes student's decision-making during a collaborative writing task. It
analyzes patterns of decision-making during the prewriting, drafting and revising
stages of writing and investigates how decisions are arrived at. Likewise, the current
study depends on decision-making in the writing approach during the writing stages.
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3.2 Studies Related to Writing Skills
Yousef (2012) investigated the impact of a suggested program based on
process writing approach on developing paragraph writing skills and students’
attitudes towards writing in general and writing as a process in particular. The target
paragraph writing skills were brainstorming, outlining, constructing a topic sentence
and its controlling idea, providing supporting sentences, writing a conclusion and
writing a unified and a coherent paragraph. Three tools were used to serve the purpose
of the study. The first was an attitude scale for students to determine their attitudes
towards writing before and after the intervention. The second tool was an
achievement test to measure the participants’ paragraph writing skills before and after
implementing the program to see the difference. The third tool was the writing
process based suggested program. The results were collected and statistically
analyzed, using (SPSS). The findings of the study revealed that there were significant
differences between the score achieved by the control group and the experimental
group after applying the suggested program and in the participants’ attitudes towards
academic writing after the program positively changed in favor of the experimental
group. In the light of these findings, the researcher recommends using the process
approach as a valuable approach of improving students’ paragraph writing skills and
developing their attitudes towards it.

Abu Armana (2011) investigated the impact of a remedial program on
English writing skills of the seventh grade low achievers at UNRWA Schools in
Rafah.

For answering the questions of the study, the researcher adopted the

experimental approach. The sample of the study consisted of (127) seventh grade low
achiever students distributed into four groups. The remedial program was used in
teaching the experimental group, whereas the ordinary teaching periods and the
textbook was used with the control one in the second term of the scholastic year
(2009-2010). A writing test of three scopes with (30) items was designed and
validated to be used as a pre and posttest. The data of the study were analyzed, using
Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS), to confirm the test validity and
reliability. Based on those findings, the study recommended the necessity of
implementing remedial programs for the low achievers to bring about better outcomes
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in students' writing skills of the English language. It also was suggested that further
researches should be conducted related to other skills of writing.

El-Shami (2011) investigated The Effect of Interactive Writing on
Developing Mechanics of Writing of the Eighth Graders in the Private Schools in
Gaza. Interactive writing is a collaborative writing where the teacher guides students
in groups. The students write together in the composition and construction of the text
by sharing the pen with the teacher. The researcher chose IbadUr Rahaman Private
School, where he works as an English teacher. The sample of the study was
purposively chosen. The Sample consisted of 37 male students of eighth graders. The
researcher used two tools, pre-post achievement test and a portfolio. The researcher
applied the pre-test before starting the experiment, and the results showed that the two
groups were equivalent in their previous learning and general achievement. After
that, the interactive writing was used to teach the experimental group, whereas the
traditional method was used with the control group. The two groups were tested
again in the mechanics of writing after the application of the experiment. The results
were statistically analyzed. The study findings revealed that there were statistically
significant differences between the mean scores attained by the experimental group
and those by the control one in favor of the experimental group due to the interactive
writing approach.

Whelan's and Gordon (2007) investigated active learning approaches
used in the Delivery of a Networking Course. In this research, a range of Active
Learning techniques were employed to engage the students with the concepts at
“deeper” levels.

The Active Learning techniques used included; Fact Rounding,

Network Phasing, Active Writing, Team quizzes, and some of Edward de Bono’s
CAF Techniques. Fact Rounding is an activity where the students are asked to recall
one fact from the material covered in a particular lesson. Network Phasing begins
with the class being divided into groups and each group works on a particular section
of a larger problem and after a given period of time the groups are merged to finally
make one large group. Active Writing requires that the students submit questions
based on the material covered in a particular lesson. Edward de Bono’s CAF
Techniques are a collection of simple yet powerful tools which can help optimize
thinking, decision making and problem solving.

The students were given a

questionnaire to evaluate how the techniques helped facilitate their learning processes.
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The reaction was extremely positive with different students expressing preferences for
different techniques. All of the students felt their appreciation of the topic was
deepened by use of these approaches.

Maftoon's and Seyyedrezaei (2012), list some features such as
language proficiency, L1 writing competence, use of cohesive devices, meta cognitive
knowledge about the writing task. The purpose of this study to find out the cognitive
and metacognitive strategies of a successful learner in writing skills. Tina, a 27 year
old language learner with a BS degree in architecture, was found the most suitable
case based on the teacher`s observation of her good writing and the analysis of
Oxford's (1990) Strategy Inventory for Language Learning (SILL) administered. The
data collected from the observation of her writing, the think-aloud protocol and the
interview showed that Tina made use of most of the cognitive and metacognitive
strategies listed but there was no evidence of L1 reliance in her L2 writing. The data
also revealed that she was highly good at using prefabricated phrases and sentences in
her writing.
As the purpose of writing is to communicate one`s ideas clearly and logically, writers
should implement both cognitive strategies (clarification, retrieval, resourcing and
verification) and metacognitive strategies (planning, evaluation, monitoring). It also
accentuates the importance of teaching these strategies in writing courses to help the
students to write more clearly and effectively. Likewise, the current study shades the
light on these components to write more clearly.

Smith's and Raven (2005) showed how Edward de Bono’s Cognitive
Research Thinking Tools (CAF) were identified as an appropriate system to adapt.
Several CAF Tools were mapped into the context of current 1st years’ graphic design
studio projects. A series of 8 sessions were delivered to introduce 2/3 tools per class
in a practical and applied manner.

Students worked together with tutors in an

atmosphere where creative risk taking and the challenging of assumptions was the
goal. Reflective data was gathered from the students throughout the project to form
the basis for qualitative analysis on the effects of the Tools. The research suggests that
the cognitive processes required to learn design in the HE environment are not innate.
It is often taken for granted that the students will develop them unaided. Teaching and
learning methods that facilitate analytical and creative thinking are needed. The
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overwhelming response from the students who took part in this project was that
although many of the Tools were ‘common sense’ it was extremely useful to think
about them explicitly when trying to solve creative problems. To support students
design courses should aim demystify thinking as part of the design process.
Recommendations are made for adapting the project to different contexts. Conference
participants will utilize several Tools during the session/workshop to demonstrate the
simplicity of this process.
Edward de Bono‟s Cognitive Research Thinking Tools (CAF) were identified as an
appropriate system. De Bono developed the CAF Tools at Cambridge in 1969 as a
system to facilitate the acquisition of thinking and reasoning skills. The system has
been used successfully throughout the world with learners of varying ages and
abilities, including special education students, gifted students, ESL students and atrisk students.
CAF strategy considered the main tool in Edward de Bono‟s Cognitive Research
Thinking Tools (CAF) .

3.3 Comments on the previous studies
Investigating the related studies mentioned above, the researcher found that:
1. There is an overwhelming agreement on the need for developing students’
awareness of the necessary steps before writing (brain storming- planning
decision making).
2. They considered brainstorming, outlining (planning), decision making

as

effective strategies in developing the writing skill.
3. The findings of the previous studies encouraged the interactive writing as a
potent factor in developing the mechanics of writing.
4. All in all, all the previous studies showed the strong relation between the CAF
components and the major purpose of brainstorming as a teaching strategy to
foster and enhance communication skills, help to promote thinking, planning,
and decision-making skill, as well as fostering different viewpoints and
opinions. It may equally be used in all key areas of learning writing.
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5. Three tools were used to serve the purposes of the studies. The first was an
attitude scale for students to determine their attitudes towards writing, an
achievement test, the third tool was the writing process based suggested
program.
6. The samples of the studies were purposively chosen.

3.4 Summary
This part discusses fourteen previous studies concerning CAF strategy and its
effect on improving the paragraph writing skills. The researcher presents her
comments on those beneficial previous studies.
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Chapter IV
Research Design and Methodology
4. Introduction
This chapter describes the design of the study, the tool, and the practical
techniques of collecting the data needed to achieve the purposes of the study.

4.1 Research Design
The researcher adopted the quasi experimental approach to conduct the study.
The experimental approach is defined by Farlex clipart collection (2012,
http://www.thefreedictionary.com/experimental+method) as the use of controlled
observations and measurements to test scientific hypotheses.

4.2 Variables of the Study
The study included the following variables:


The Independent Variable:
The independent variable of the present study is Consider All Factors Strategy

(CAF)


The Dependent Variables:
It is represented in paragraph writing skills

4.3 Instrumentations
To collect data related to the hypotheses of the study, the researcher designed
an achievement test which was administered before and after running the experiment.
4.3.1 Description of the Test
The test consisted of five main questions, each related to one of the questions
of the study as it can be seen in Appendix (A).
4.3.2 Objectives of the Achievement Test
The objectives of the test were to check the students’ ability to carry out the
following writing sub skills:
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Using capital letters and punctuation (period, comma, question mark,
quotation marks, colon, apostrophe, parentheses, and exclamation mark)
correctly.



Arranging scrambled sentences into a coherent paragraph.



Writing answers to questions in a form of a paragraph.



Transcoding information in diagrammatic display into written paragraph.



Writing a short formal letter, using proper format, to request specific
information, complain, or order something.

The following criteria were taken into consideration:
Table (4.1)
Objectives of the Achievement Test
1- The comprehensiveness of the test components to match the
objectives of the test.
2- The suitability of the test elements to the questions of the study.
3- The instructions were clear.
4- The test included the writing skills for the 8th grade.
5-The questions were graded from simple to difficult.
6- The layout was acceptable.
7- The test language was corrected.
8- The test was matched with the table of specifications.
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The test was prepared according to the table of specification. The five sub skills
assigned to be tested were included in the exam equally.
Table (4.2)
Table of Specifications
cognitive skills
Application

Mark

Synthesis

s

Writing sub skills
Question 1

20%

Punctuate 20%

Question 2

20%

Rearrange scramble sentences 20%

Question 3

20%

Question 4

20%

Question 5

20%

Total

Generate Answers
construct a paragraph

to questions to
20%

Write a letter 20%
Transcode information from a diagram to
construct a paragraph 20%
20%

80%

100%

4.4 Validity of the Test
4.4.1 The Referee Validity
Al Agha (1996:118) stated “valid test is the test that measures what it is
designed to measure.” To validate the test, it was examined by ten experts working in
different institutes in Gaza in the field of teaching English including referees from the
Islamic University-Gaza, Gaza University and supervisors working in the Ministry of
Higher Education. The referees’ comments and suggestions were taken into
consideration, and modification were conducted before administering the pretest, see
Appendix (B).
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4.5 Internal Consistency
Al Agha (1996, p.121) asserts that the internal consistency validity indicates
the correlation of the degree of each item with the total average of the test. It also
indicates the correlation of the average of each scope with the total average.
Table (4.3)
Pearson Coefficient and the Statistical Significance
Question Number Correlation Factor

Significance

1

0.746

0.01

2

0.703

0.01

3

0.722

0.01

4

0.754

0.01

5

0.638

0.01

** Critical Values for Pearson’s r atdf (40) and sig level (0.01) = 0.393
* Critical Values for Pearson’s r atdf (40) and sig level (0.05) = 0.304

The Previous table shows that the correlation coefficient between all of the
questions and the total are statistically significant at the level of 0.01, which confirms
the internal consistency of the test.

4.6 Reliability of the Test
Reliability can be equated with the stability of a measuring tool. Golafshani,
N. (2003, p. 598) defines reliability as: "The extent to which results are consistent
over time. It means that if the results of a study can be reproduced under similar
circumstances, then the research instrument is considered to be reliable.” To examine
the reliability of the tests, a pilot study was carried out twice with a ten-day separation
in between on a randomly selected sample consisting of (41) students from Jabalia
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Female Prep School. The sample was not included in the control group or the
experimental one. The results were recorded and statistically analyzed to estimate the
reliability of the tests.
The researcher used Cronbach's alpha equation in order to verify the reliability
of the test. Cronbach's alpha coefficient = (0.787) indicating that the test has a high
factor of reliability.
To calculate the reliability of the test, the researcher uses Alpha Cronbach
Formula:

The researcher calculated the reliability of the test by using Alpha Cronbach formula.

(K) is the number of items of the test, (ó2÷ ) is the variance of the total test marks
where (ó2 Õß ) is the component of the test and (ß) is sample questions of the test
(Cronbach,et al, 2004, pp. 24-33).
Table (4.4)
Reliability Coefficient Alpha Cronbach Technique
Alpha Cronbach

Total

Scope

0.787

5

Skills

4.7 Second tool: An interview with a focus group
The researcher conducted the following interview with a focus group of the
participants consisted of 15 students

to check for their attitude towards (CAF)

strategy and their perception of processing writing through utilizing the strategy. She
informed the students of the objectives of the interview.
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4.7.1 Characteristics of Interviews
The teachers can build on the information they collects from interviews to
make decisions about instructional techniques. Whether formal or informal, they
provide students with personal attention and an avenue for two-way communication.
Students can describe what is and is not working for them (Vose, 1997). Students
should understand the objective of the interviews and should be aware that the teacher
will be taking notes.

4.7.2 Questions of the Interview
An interview with a focus group of the experimental one:
1. Do you feel any improvement?
2. Do you believe in your ability to write paragraphs and letters and punctuate
them? How?
3. Do you think that CAF strategy is the cause of your improvement, how?
4. How do you find the group work in the writing class?

Table (4.5)
Summary of the interviews
Number of
students

Positive respond

(10)

Average respond

Weak respond

students (3) students stated (2) students are not

expressed that they that they still needed interested and they
are pleased because more practice and do
15

of their ability
write

a paragraph, master

a letter is improved.
liked

feel

any

to that they did not improvement ,they

punctuate and write and

-They

not

punctuation were
paragraph towards

writing well.

the -They
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conservative

found

group

work.
that -They

found

the

group work as
increased

it group
their distracted them.

work (CAF)
difficult

strategy
and

knowledge

and -They
found the exhausting.
improved applying strategy was useful
writing conventions. but needed longer
-They

found the practice.

strategy useful and
motivating.

This means that the number of students who enjoyed the strategy and felt its
advantages exceed the number of those who do not.

This result highlights the

effectiveness of the strategy (CAF).

4.8 Population of the Study
The population of the study consisted of all eighth female graders at UNRWA
schools in the North Governorate for the school year (2013-2014).

4.9 The Sample of the Study
The sample of the study comprised 82 female students who were divided into
two groups and distributed equally between the experimental group and the control
one.
Table (4.6)
Distribution of the sample according to the groups
Total

Control

Experimental

Group

82

41

41

Count
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The participants had similar economic, cultural and social levels. All were
between fourteen to fifteen years old. In accordance with the statistical treatment of
their results in the second term of the school year (2013-2014), they were distributed
according to the educational curve of exams. Moreover,
English language level.

they were similar in their

To make sure of the homogeneity between control and

experimental groups’ grades in writing skills, the researcher used the t test to measure
the differences between two independent samples, as in table (4.7) below.

Table (4.7)
The table shows the difference between the experimental and the control group
in the pretest before using the (CAF) strategy

Question

Group

Number Mean

Std.
deviation

T Value

Experim. L

41.00

3.56

1.69

0.842

Control

41.00

3.88

1.72

Experim. L

41.00

6.24

2.98

Q1

Not significant
1.214

Q2

Not significant
Control

41.00

5.51

2.45

Experim. L

41.00

1.29

2.09

1.027

Q3

Not significant
Control

41.00

1.76

2.00

Experim. L

41.00

1.59

1.72

Control

41.00

2.00

1.82

Experim. L

41.00

1.46

1.21

Control

41.00

1.49

0.71

Experim. L

41.00

14.15

7.41

Control

41.00

14.63

5.75

1.062

Q4

Not significant
0.112

Q5

Total
average

Sig

Not significant
0.333
Not significant

*(t ) table value (80) df. and the level of significance (0.01) = 2.66
*(t) table value (80) df. and the level of significance (0.05) = 2.00
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The findings in table (4.7) show that the result of the pretest shows non-significant
differences between the control and the experimental group in the pretest.

4.10 Intervention
The researcher conducted an experiment for two months during which she
trained students on paragraph writing skills through practicing (CAF) thinking
strategy. It is detailed in appendix (E).
To ensure the validity of first hypotheses, the researcher used the t test for differences
between two independent samples between the control and the experimental groups in
their grades in writing skills test after using (CAF) Strategy to train the experimental
group on writing skills. Table (4.8) shows that the mean std. deviation, t value are
significant between the experimental and the control group after using the (CAF)
strategy to instruct the experimental group.
Table (4.8)
Mean, Std. Deviation, T-value and significance between the experimental and the
control group ( post test) after using the strategy

Question

Group

Number Mean

Experimental

41.00

4.59

Std.

T

(Sig)

deviation

value

value

1.48

Q1

2.7899 0.01
Control

41.00

3.71

1.36

Experimental

41.00

7.32

1.82

Q2

3.6919 0.01
Control

41.00

5.59

2.39

Experimental

41.00

4.49

1.96

Q3

6.3059 0.01
Control

41.00

2.29
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1.05

p

Experimental

41.00

5.34

1.48

Q4

10.72
Control

41.00

2.34

1.02

Experimental

41.00

2.88

1.10

Q5

0.01

5.9790 0.01

Total
average

Control

41.00

1.71

0.60

Experimental

41.00

24.61

6.18
8.0060 0.01

Control

41.00

15.63

3.65

* (t) table value (80) df. and the level of significance (0.01)=2.66
* (t) table value (80) df. and the level of significance (0.05) =2.00

It is clear from the previous table (4.8) that the values of calculated (t) for all
grades of the sample on the post-test and the total score is greater than the values of
critical (t) value at p value (0.01), which shows that there are statistically significant
differences at the level of 0.01 between the control group and the experimental group
in favor of the experimental group after utilizing (CAF) strategy in teaching the
experimental group.

4.11 Data analysis related to the second Hypothesis
To respond to the second hypothesis "There are statistically significant
differences in the mean score of each level of writing skills between pretest and
posttest of the experimental group after using CAF strategy”. The researcher used the
(t) test for differences between two related samples. The result is shown table (4.9)
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Table (4.9)
Mean, Std. Deviation, t value and significance between the score of experimental
group at pretest and posttest (CAF) strategy
Mean
Question

Degree

Number
Pre

Post

of

freedom (DF)

T-value

.Sig.

1

41

3.5610

4.5854

80

-3.74092

0.01

2

41

6.2439

7.3171

80

-2.62179

0.05

3

41

1.2927

4.4878

80

-8.56099

0.01

4

41

1.5854

5.3415

80

-12.3556

0.01

5

41

1.4634

2.8780

80

-7.52549

0.01

41

14.1463

24.6098

80

-10.4948

0.01

Total
score

*(t) table value (40) df. and the level of significance (0.01) = 2.74
*(t) table value (40) df and the level of significance (0.05) = 2.021

It is clear from the previous table (4.9) that the values of calculated (t) for all
scores of the experimental group on the post-test and the total score are greater than
the values of critical t value at p value (0.01), which shows that there are statistically
significant differences at the level of 0.01 between the scores of experimental group
before and after using the (CAF) strategy for the experimental group in favor of the
post test.

4.12 Data analysis related to the Third Hypothesis
The result of the statistical analysis of "the effect size of developing 8thgrades
writing skills is not less than 0.14 as measured with respect of (eta) square, which
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means that the strategy CAF is effective in developing writing skills. To find out the
effect size of the (CAF) strategy, the researcher used effect size equation and
calculate the eta square η2 =( t2/t2+df), where the reference values to determine levels
of effect size for each measure are as follows:

Table (4.10)
The reference values to determine levels of effect size
Effect size
The tool used

η2

Low

Medium

High

0.01

0.06

0.14

The following table shows the value of (η2) for all questions and the total
score of the test and its effect size.

Table (4.11)
T value and (η2) for all question and total score of test and the effect size
Group exp

T value

Degree of freedom

Eta square

Effect size

Q1

2.7899

80

0.089

Medium

Q2

3.6019

80

0.146

High

Q3

6.3059

80

0.332

High

Q4

10.72

80

0.590

High

Q5

5.979

80

0.309

High

Total score

8.0006

80

0.334

High
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It is clear from the previous table (4.11) that the effect size of (CAF) strategy
on all the scores of the experimental sample are high, which shows the high
effectiveness of (CAF) strategy.

4.13 Summary
Chapter four discussed the statistical analysis of the achievement test, which
the researcher had used in the study. The results in chapter five showed that there was
a great role of CAF strategy in improving the paragraph writing skills. The results
also showed that there were statistically significant differences at the level of 0.01
between the scores of experimental group before and after using the (CAF) strategy
for the experimental group in favor of the post test. In brief, the statistical analysis of
the data showed that the CAF strategy is effective in developing writing skills.
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Chapter 5
Discussion, and Recommendations
5.1 Hypotheses of the study
5.2 Recommendations
5.3 Summary

Chapter V
Discussion, and Recommendations
5-Introduction
This chapter introduces interpretation of the results of the statistical analysis
conducted to answer the question and to test the hypotheses of the study.

5.1 Hypotheses of the study
The first hypothesis " there are statistically significant differences in the mean
score of each level of writing skills in the posttest between the experimental and the
control group after using CAF strategy". The results show that there are statistically
significance differences between the two groups on a result of the use of CAF strategy
to train the experimental group to produce good paragraphs and use punctuation
effectively. Thus, the experimental group out preferred the control one in most
aspects of writing.
The second hypothesis " There are statistically significant differences in the
mean score of each level of writing skills in between the pretest and the posttest of
the experimental group after using CAF strategy". The respond to this hypotheses is
positive in favor of the experimental group which received CAF strategy training.
The researcher attributes this positive result to the (CAF) strategy which is based on
brainstorming of all factors related to the target topic and on the group or pair work.
To illustrate, brainstorming, which is done individually or in groups, is a
potent activity that supports generating ideas, as an idea from any student may
inspire others. In addition, conducting these activities collaboratively provide
different sources of ideas; each student represents an independent source. This activity
maximizes the number and the quality of ideas obtained which facilitates having the
basic content of the target topic and provides a wider range of choices. Collaborative
brainstorming reduces the cognitive load on individual learners and produces a warm
social relation among students that – in turn - improves the classroom learning
process.
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In paragraph writing, brainstorming does not only provide the main ideas but
also a selection of the supporting ones. It is like someone who is holding a torch and
through flashes on all the concerns of a room to see what is hidden. In

arranging

jumbled sentences in a paragraph form, group or pair brainstorming activity helps to
discover the priority of sentences needed to be organized in a coherent paragraph.
There is nothing to be said right or wrong in a brainstorming activity, which
makes student feel safe and work enthusiastically as they don’t fear mistakes or
errors. Security in class encourages not only the vigorous students but also the shy
ones and the low achievers to participate - in a way or another – in carrying out pieces
of writing. To conclude, brainstorming as one of the components of (CAF) strategy,
enhances the writing skill and paves the road to a successful planning phase and
decision making phases.
Moreover, the rise in the experimental group results, when contrasting the
scores of the posttest with scores of the pre-test is also ascribed to planning activity
which is one of the components of CAF strategy. Planning activity in writing process
is based on the previous phase of brainstorming. Planning fosters a map that students
can follow to organize and sequence their written work logically. It enables them to
move smoothly from a step to another.
In addition, planning acts as the scale to which they can compare their written
production; That is, they can discover any organizational mistakes easily. In a wellplanned work, errors and misapplication are much fewer than non-planned work. A
planned work has clear features; moreover it creates a relaxing environment which
activates thinking and reduces anxiety, mistakes and errors.
The third reason of the improvement in the performance of the experimental
group is the students’ ability to take a confident decision to carry out the written task.
A successful decision leads to a successful work. On the phase of decision making of
writing a paragraph, punctuating, rearranging jumbled sentences or answering
questions to produce coherent paragraphs, students to feel safe. Hesitation and anxiety
almost disappear as

they have passed the two previous stages; brainstorming and

planning which are carried out in a collaborative work; thus they can take the best
decision in accomplishing the target writing task.
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This result is in consistence with Richards, (1990), who states that student
interaction is

an important part of developing the cognitive skills involved in

generating ideas, and that brainstorming is an effective way of producing advanced
ideas.
He claimed that results from one of his studies showed that students who were
trained in brainstorming techniques were more efficient at generating and organizing
ideas than students did not.
The results also agree with Rao (2007), who found that students who had been
trained in brainstorming and planning techniques and used them regularly over a
twelve month period produced measurably higher results in writing tasks. In addition,
he announced that an attitudinal survey showed that

students who participated

brainstorming and planning responded positively towards the effectiveness of those
techniques.
Finally, we can say that (CAF) strategy, with its components; brainstorming
planning and decision making, is an effective strategy that enhances writing skill.

5.2 Recommendations
1. It is recommended to take (CAF) strategy in consideration to develop writing
skill of the Palestinian students.
2. All stakeholders, people in charge and curriculum designers should adopt this
strategy to improve the learning process.
3. Teacher should familiarize their students with the strategy and its importance
in improving writing skills.
4. Curriculum designers should include (CAF) strategy when designing writing
tasks.
5. Advisors should train teachers to utilize (CAF) strategy while teaching writing
strategies.
6. Other researches should be conducted to utilize (CAF) in teaching other
language skills and other subjects.
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5.3 Summary
Chapter five discussed interpretation of the results of the statistical analysis conducted
to answer the question and to test the hypotheses of the study.
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Appendices

Appendix "A"
Achievement Test
Name: ………………… Class: ……………… Time / 2hours

Marks

/30

Questions 1: (6 points)
Punctuate the following sentences using the correct punctuation:
1- tina studies english, Arabic and french
………………………………………………………..
2-where does she live
……………………………………………………….
3-Ahmeds mother is a teacher
……………………………………………………….
4-theyre playing football now
……………………………………………………….
5-what a wonderful day
……………………………………………………….

Question 2 : (8points)
Match the parts of the sentences to form a story (the first one is done for you)
Once Mum wanted

and cooked a delicious dish.

She wrote a list of

very much.

Adnan and Samy went shopping to

buy thing mum wanted.

When they got back, she prepared to make Kabak.
everything
They liked it

things to buy from the supermarket.

1- Once Mum wanted to make Kabab.
2- …………………………………………………………….
3- …………………………………………………………….
4- ……………………………………………………………..
5- …………………………………………………………….
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Question 3: (6 points)
Write answers to the following questions to form a paragraph:
1-Where did you spend your last summer holiday?
2-Who went with you?
3-What did you stay?
4-Which places did you go to?
5-What is the best meal did you eat?
6-How did you feel at that time?

Last year
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
............................
Question 4: (6 points)
Complete the letter from the box:
{very much--Yours faithfully-very good match--to join the team-Dearencourage-- was the first--Alquds school-- the winner—to play--wonderful--14
years old}
…………Sir,
I am writing ………………in you club. I am ……………….

and I study

in………………. I like ………..Tennis and be…….. My teachers ………….me
…………… Last month I had a very ………. and our school ……………….. I
hope to be one of your ……………. team.
……………………. ,
Heba Osama
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Question 5: (4 points)
Read the table then write a paragraph about Ahmed and his friend:

Name

Country

Family

Programme

Sport

Ahmed

Palestine

Father-

Wildlife-

Football-

mother-

cartoon

boxing

three
sisters- four
brothers
Samy

Jordan

Father

- Action films

mum died-

Volleyball

–

table tennis

one brother.
Ahmed and Samy are
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................
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Appendix "B"
Referee committee of the Achievement Test
The following list indicates to the names and the titles of the referees who
kindly refereed to the achievement test.

No.

Name

Institution

1

Dr. Awad Kishta

The Islamic University of Gaza.

2

Dr. Ahmed El Nakhala

Al-Quds Open University -Gaza.

3

Dr. Abdullah Kurraz

Al-Azhar University –Gaza.

4

Mr. Moeen Khael

English Language Supervisor
Ministry of Education.

5

Mr. Nashat Almasri

Al-Quds Open University –Gaza.

6

Mrs. Zulfa Badr El-Deen

Gaza University.

7

Mrs. Yosra El-Kahlout

MA. in Methodology Education.

8

Mrs. Azhar Nasar

Jabalia Preparatory School for Girls.
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Appendix "C"
A Letter to Judge the Achievement Test
Al- Azhar University-Gaza
Deanship of Postgraduate
Studies & scientific Research
Faculty of Education
Department of Curriculum &Teaching Methods
A Letter to Judge the Achievement Test
Dear ..................................
The researcher is conducting a study to have a Master Degree in the
Curriculum and Teaching Methods. The study is entitled as:
" The Effectiveness of Adopting CAF Strategy on Developing Writing Skills for
the Eighth Graders"
One of the requirements of this study is to conduct pre/post writing skills test.
Please, you are kindly requested to look carefully at the attached test and fill in the
following form whether the items of the test are suitable or unsuitable. Your notes and
responses will be highly appreciated and confidential.
Pre-test Refereeing Checklist
Name:…………………………………..
Years of experience……………………………………
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The items

Yes

No

Can't
decide

1- The test items reflect the objectives.
2- The test items suit eighth graders‘ level.
3- The instructions are clear.
4- The test includes the writing skills for the 8th grade.
5-The questions are gradually arranged.
6- The layout is acceptable.
7- The time assigned is suitable.
8-the test matches the table of specifications.

Any further comments are highly appreciated.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
Best regards
The researcher:
Raeda Sabra
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Appendix "D"
English for Palestine (8)
Teacher's Guide (Lesson Plan)
For teaching lesson (7) Writing in units (11, 12 and13) from English for Palestine
Grade 8

Dear teachers,
As you know, English for Palestine 8 curriculum is based on the four
language skills. Among them is writing skill; Lesson seven in each unit. Writing is
considered as the most difficult skill for the students as it is based on other sub skills
such as punctuation, spelling, vocabulary and grammar.
The learning objectives of writing skills were devoted by the Ministry of
Education when adopting the Palestinian curriculum in 1999 which is English for
Palestine
Here are the learning objectives ( 11, 12 and 13 ) about six lessons two sessions
for each unit.
1. Use capital letters and punctuation (period, commas, question mark, quotation
marks, colon, apostrophe, parentheses, and exclamation mark) correctly.
2. Arrange scrambled sentences into a coherent paragraph.
3. Write answers to questions based on reading material.
4. Produce a short piece of writing consisting of simple sentences about self,
family, or immediate environment.
5. Write a short formal letter, using proper format to request specific
information, complain, or order something.
6. Transfer information in an application form into writing.
7. Revise, edit, and rewrite a written work.
The teacher will teach writing according to the suggested strategy in this study
which is CAF; Consider ALL Factors where it is a thinking process through it the
students are encouraged to pay attention and consider all the factors when writing and
gather all the ideas which may help in producing a correct piece of writing. This
thinking operation is essentially related to:


Brainstorming



Planning
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Decision -Making
This guide was prepared to aid the teachers to teach lesson (7) in units (1),

12&1 3). It provides teachers with variety of activities which may increase and
activate the students' prior knowledge about the content area and context of materials
presentation,. These activities will also encourage a more learner-centered approach to
learning: the students are encouraged to develop an awareness of how they learn a
language with more concentration on the writing skills. And to recognize that they are
responsible for their own progress.
The teacher's guide contains the following:
1. The aims of the six lessons. (Mentioned above)
2. Learning objectives of each lesson.
3. Teaching aids.
4. Activities used to activate students' writing skills.
5. Procedures and activities to be followed during implementing each lesson.
6. Evaluation tools.

English for Palestine (8)
Unit (11) Lessons (7)
SB. P. 69 WB. 64+65

Class / 8th …. Date: ….. /2/2013

Learning Objectives:
1. Use capital letters and punctuation when completing a paragraph.
2. Produce a short piece of writing consisting of simple sentences about family.
Teaching Aids: Student's book*Work book* Worksheets*
Opener:
-

The teacher reminds students with what they have recently learned in the
earlier lessons of this unit.

-

The teacher revises the previously taught vocabulary using flash card and
encouraging them to put each on in a sentence.

Procedures:
Stage one; Pre- writing
-

The teacher distributes students into groups; seven students in each group.

-

T. tells the students (your family decided to buy a new house, what things
(factors) you should think about or consider).
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-

T. brainstorms and generates ideas for the topic and ask groups to write as much
as possible vocabulary and phrases that related to the topic, that means to
consider all the following factors such as
1- Is it big enough for the family?
2- Is it near my school?
3- Is near the market or a supermarket or a hospital?
4- Does it have a garden for children to play?
5- Is it cheap or expensive? Can the family buy it or not?
6- Is there a telephone or the net line or not?
7- What about the neighbors?

T. asks students (what are the punctuation marks you will consider when writing a
paragraph?).
(Period, commas, question mark, quotation marks, colon, apostrophe, parentheses,
and exclamation mark)
Stage two; while writing- drafting:
-

T. distributes a worksheet for each group and encourages them to complete the
paragraph talking about a new house they want to move.

-

T. helps and monitors them while they are working.

-

T. encourages them to show their work each group choose the spokesperson
while the other groups listen and then the teacher asks them to comment and
have a judgment.

-

T. requests to what extend does a group consider all the factors they mentioned
at the beginning of the lesson.

-

Students check their work by exchanging their worksheets.

Stage three; post writing editing:
T. asks students to do the necessary changes following the comments of the teacher
and the other groups.
Rounding up:
T. reminds students of the importance of considering all the factors when writing.
Homework: T. ask students to do exercise (3) WB. Page (64). To complete a
paragraph talking about Italian food.
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Worksheet Unit (11)
Lesson (7)
Dear students,
You're going to buy a new house and the teacher told you to consider all the factors
that help you to the right choice. Now with your group try to,
1-complete the paragraph on this topic
2- Write a correct punctuation mark for the underlined words.
eg, my family →My family
Group Name…...............................
…………………………………………………….. (The topic)
my family want to buy a ……… house I hope it is a …………..house with enough
…………... .

mum says I like a house near the ………………. where I can

…………….. food and bread
My father doesn t have enough …….. so he wants a………………….house not
an………………….. one
My elder brother, samy likes chatting with his …………………and want
………………..line. suzan, my younger …………….wants a………………. to play
with the …………………..children.

Good Luck
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English for Palestine (8)
Unit (11) Lessons (7)
Class / 8th ….............. Date: ….. /2/2013

SB. P. 69
Learning Objectives:
-

Use capital letters and punctuation when writing a paragraph.

-

Produce a short piece of writing consisting of simple sentences about
Palestinian dish.

Teaching Aids: Student's book* Worksheets* flash cards.
Opener:
-The teacher reminds students with what they have recently learned in the earlier
lessons of this unit concerning the Food that we eat.
-The teacher revises the types of food in different countries as mentioned in page (66)
student's book through discussion.
Procedures:
Stage one; Pre- writing:
The teacher tells the students that they are going to write a paragraph about a
Palestinian food.
-T. brainstorms and generates ideas for the topic and writes as much as possible
vocabulary and phrases that related to the topic such as {names of some mealsingredients- If they like something else}
- T. distributes students into groups; seven students in each group.
- T. tells Ss that (If your mother wants to cook Kedra as a traditional food, what will
she do before cooking?
-

T. starts to receive ideas and record on the board.

That means to consider all the following factors such as
1. Does the mother buy rice, meat, onion, olive oil and garlic?
2. Do all the family like Kedra?
3. Do you help your mother in cooking Kedra?
4. Will you invite somebody for this meal?
5. Is it healthy, easy to prepare?
-

T. asks students (what are the punctuation marks you will consider when
writing a paragraph?).

(Period, commas, question mark, quotation marks, colon, apostrophe, parentheses,
and exclamation mark)
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Stage two; while writing- drafting:
T. distributes a worksheet for each group and encourages them to write the paragraph
talking kedra as a Palestinian food using the words and the phrases on the board.
T. helps and monitors them while they are working.
T. encourages them to show their work each group choose the spokesperson while the
other groups listen and then the teacher asks them to comment and have a judgment.
T. requests to what extent a group considers all the factors they mentioned at the
beginning of the lesson.
-Students check their work by exchanging their worksheets.
Stage three; post writing editing:
T. asks students to do the necessary changes following the comments of the teacher
and the other groups.
Rounding up:
T. reminds students of the importance of considering all the factors when writing.
Homework: T. asks students to do the same task at home about any meal they like
best.
Worksheet Unit (11)
Lesson (7)
Dear students,
You're going to write a paragraph about a Palestinian meal (Kedra) and the
teacher told you to consider all the factors that help you to the right choice. Now with
your group try to,
1.Answer all the questions written on the board.
2- Write correct punctuation mark.
Group Name: ....................…
…………………………………………………….. (The topic)
Palestinian like traditional food and kedra is the most famous meal for
them..................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
Good Luck
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English for Palestine (8)
Unit (12) Lessons (7)
SB. P. 75

Class / 8th ….............. Date: ….. /2/2013

Learning Objectives:
-

Arrange scrambled sentences into a coherent paragraph

-

Write answers to questions based on reading material.

Teaching Aids: Student's book* Worksheets* flash cards.
Opener:
- The teacher reminds students with what they have recently learned in the earlier
lessons of this unit concerning the World of animals by asking the following
questions:
- Where did Tina and Nadia go with Tim?
- What animals did they see there?
- Do mammals produce eggs?
- Could they see dinosaurs there? Why?
Procedures:
Stage one; Pre- writing:
-The teacher tells the students that they are going to connect the parts of the sentences
in exercise (9) page (75) SB.
-T. asks them to work in pairs of fours and to pay attention to the following factors:
- Read the whole parts sentences and decide what they are talking about
-Match the two parts of each sentence and write the full sentence on a draft.
-T. encourages Ss to say what they have done.
Stage two; while writing- drafting:
- T. distributes students into groups; seven students in each group.
- T. asks students to write a paragraph on their about Panda making use of the
answers of the following questions:
1-What is Panda? Is it giant or small?
2- Where does it live?
3-What kind of animals is Panda? Is it mammal or reptiles?
4- How does it produce babies? Does it produce eggs?
5- What happens to Panda? Does it disappear? If yes, why?
T. checks the work and record on the board.
14

That means to consider all the following factors such as
6. Write a title for the paragraph?
7. Start the paragraph with the topic sentence?
8.

Write the answers in full and not by using yes or no answers?

9. Write whether they agree with the fact and information mentioned about
Panda or they have extra ideas?
-

T. asks students (what are the punctuation marks you will consider when
writing a paragraph?).

(Period, commas, question mark, quotation marks, colon, apostrophe, parentheses,
and exclamation mark)
Stage three; post writing editing:
T. asks students to do the necessary changes following the comments of the teacher
and the other groups.

Rounding up:
T. reminds students of the importance of considering all the factors when writing.
Homework: T. asks students to do exercise (4) WB page (71) at home about any the
Arabian onyxes
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Worksheet Unit (12)
Lesson (7)
Dear students,
You're going to answer questions about Panda the beautiful animal. The teacher
wants you to consider all the factors that help you to the right choice. Now with your
group try to,
1. Answer all the questions written on the board and in the -worksheet.
2. Write full and complete answers. Don't use yes or no answers.
2- Write correct punctuation mark.
Answers of the following questions:
1-What is Panda? Is it giant or small?
2- Where does it live?
3-What kind of animals is Panda? Is it mammal or reptiles?
4- How does it produce babies? Does it produce eggs?
5- What happens to Panda? Does it disappear? If yes, why?
Group Name: ....................…
…………………………………………………….. (The topic)
Panda is a very beautiful animal........................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
............................................................................

Good Luck
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English for Palestine (8)
Unit (12) Lessons (7)
SB. P. 75

Class / 8th ….............. Date: ….. /2/2013

Learning Objectives:
-

Transfer information in an application form into writing.

Teaching Aids: Student's book* Worksheets*.
Opener:
-The teacher reminds students with what they have recently learned in the earlier
lessons of this unit concerning the World of animals by asking the following
questions:
-Are there any similarities between Giant Panda and The Arabian oxeyes?
- Are there any differences insects and spiders?
Procedures:
Stage one; Pre- writing:
-The teacher tells the students that they are going to read the table about a species and
then to write a paragraph using the notes in the table.
-T. asks them to work in pairs of fours and to pay attention to the following factors:
- Read the notes and decide what they are talking about
Stage two; while writing- drafting:
- T. distributes students into groups; seven students in each group.
- T. asks students to write a paragraph using the notes available in the table
considering the following factors:
1- Is there a title?
2- Are the notes talking about one topic?
3- Is there enough information about the topic?
T. checks the work and record on the board.
That means to consider all the following factors such as
10. Write a title for the paragraph?
11. Start the paragraph with the topic sentence?
12. Write the notes in full.
-

T. asks students (what are the punctuation marks you will consider when
writing a paragraph?).
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(Period, commas, question mark, quotation marks, colon, apostrophe, parentheses,
and exclamation mark)
Stage three; post writing editing:
T. asks students to do the necessary changes following the comments of the teacher
and the other groups.
Rounding up:
T. reminds students of the importance of considering all the factors when writing.
Homework: T. asks students to do exercise (6) WB page (71)

11

Worksheet Unit (12)
Lesson (7)
Dear students,
You're going to write a paragraph using the notes in the table. The teacher
wants you to consider all the factors that help you to the right choice.
Groups

Mammals

Species

Place

of Dangerous

living

safe

/

Special

All produce babies.

Monkeys

Desert

Some ...like...

points

Warm-blooded.

Camels

Wood

Other....

Breathe air

Elephants

farms

cows
Group Name: ....................…

................................................... (The topic)

Mammals........................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
............................................................................

Good Luck
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English for Palestine (8)
Unit (13) Lessons (7)
SB. P. 75-WB (76)

Class / 8th ….............. Date: ….. /2/2013

Learning Objectives:
-

Complete a formal letter format of request specific information.

-

Write a short formal letter, using proper format to request specific
information.

-

Revise, edit, and rewrite a written work (a formal letter).

Teaching Aids: Student's book* Worksheets* WB
Opener:
-The teacher reminds students with what they have recently learned in the earlier
lessons of this unit concerning the Style-sports competition in page (81) SB and WB
page (76) by asking the following questions:
-Who wrote the letter?
-What did she want?
-How were her teachers?
Procedures:
Stage one; Pre- writing:
-The teacher tells the students that they are going to fill in the spaces and complete the
parts of the letter.
-T. asks them to work in pairs of fours and to pay attention to the following factors:
- Read the whole parts letter and decide what it is talking about
-Decide on the following factors to consider like;
(The addresses- the layout- the greeting- the request (purpose) – the body and the
signature.
-T. encourages Ss to add any factors they know.
Stage two; while writing- drafting:
- T. distributes students into groups; seven students in each group and distribute the
worksheet for each group.
- T. asks students to complete the letter with Phrases given (Worksheet)
T. checks the work and offer help to do the following:
13. Write the bookshop address on the right
14. Write your address on the left.
15. Write greeting on the left.
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16. Start with the purpose of the letter.
17. Write formal finish.
18. Write signature.
-

T. asks students (what are the punctuation marks you will consider when
writing a paragraph?).

(Period, commas, question mark, quotation marks, colon, apostrophe, parentheses,
and exclamation mark)
T. checks the groups' work.
Stage three; post writing editing:
T. asks students to do the necessary changes following the comments of the teacher
and the other groups.
Rounding up:
T. reminds students of the importance of considering all the factors when writing.
Homework: T. asks students to prepare topics for the letter to do next time.
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Worksheet Unit (13)
Lesson (7)
Dear students,
You're going to complete a formal letter to request a Dictionary from the
book shop. The teacher wants you to consider all the factors that help you to do the
right choice. Now with your group try to,
Consider the following factors:
1- Write the book shop address on the right
2- Write your address on the left.
3- Write greeting on the left.
4- Start with the purpose of the letter.
5- Write formal finish.
6- Write signature.
The following words and phrases will help you:
{ Al Manara BOOK Shop.32 Gigha street---- Al wafas dtreet Rafah—Dear Sir,--English-Arabic Dictionary---Thank you very much---- coloured pictures—not too
expensive--- a lot of money ---sent to my home – Raham Ahmed---eighth---very good
prints}

...................................
..................................
(Date)..................................
...............................
...............................
...............................
................................,
I am writing this letter to request an............................ I am in the --------- grade and I
want............................................with........................................
I don't have ................so I want the dictionary which is......................
Please can you..............................................
.............................
...........................
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English for Palestine (8)
Unit (13) Lessons (7)
SB. P. 75-WB (76)

Class / 8th ….............. Date: ….. /2/2013

Learning Objectives:
-

Write a short formal letter, using proper format to request specific
information.

-

Revise, edit, and rewrite a written work (a formal letter).

Teaching Aids: Student's book* Worksheets* WB
Opener:
-The teacher reminds students with what they have recently learned in the earlier
lessons of this unit concerning the Completing a formal letter in page (81) SB and
WB page (76) by checking their previous work of the letter of request.
Procedures:
Stage one; Pre- writing:
-The teacher tells the students that they are going to write a letter of complaint.
-T. asks them to work in pairs of fours and to pay attention to the following factors:
Or decide on the following factors to consider like;
- What is the topic to complain?
- To who will they are going to send the letter to?
- Is the matter very important?
- What are their suggestions?
-T. encourages Ss to add any factors they know.
Stage two; while writing- drafting:
- T. distributes students into groups; seven students in each group and distribute the
worksheet for each group.
- T. asks students to write their drafts.
T. checks the work and offer help to do the following:
-Write the address of the addressee on the left.
19. Write greeting on the left.
20. Start with the purpose of the letter.
21. Write formal finish.
22. Write signature.
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-

T. asks students (what are the punctuation marks you will consider when
writing a paragraph?).

(Period, commas, question mark, quotation marks, colon, apostrophe, parentheses,
and exclamation mark)
T. checks the groups' work.
Stage three; post writing editing:
T. asks students to do the necessary changes following the comments of the teacher
and the other groups.
Rounding up:
T. reminds students of the importance of considering all the factors when writing.
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Worksheet Unit (13)
Lesson (7)
Dear students,
You're going to write a formal letter to complain about the rubbish in the
streets to the newspaper editor. Pay attention to the following factors that help you
to do the right choice.
Now with your group try to,
Consider the following factors:
7- Write the newspaper address on the right
8- Write your address on the left.
9- Write greeting on the left.
10- Start with the purpose of the letter.
11- Write formal finish.
12- Write signature.
The following words may help you:
{ throw- pollution- rubbish- dirty- diseases-clean-containers}

...................................
..................................
(Date)..................................
...............................
...............................
...............................
Dear Sir,
I

am

writing

this

letter

to

......................................................

..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
........................................
.............................
...........................
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Appendix "E"
CAF Practices
Questions 1
To deal with the first question, which is utilizing the punctuation marks properly,
students should practice brainstorming to form the following checklist. Students work
in pairs or in groups to enrich their product.
4.10.1 First: Brainstorming
What are the punctuation marks?
What is the function of a comma?
What is the function of inverted commas?
What is the function of a question mark?
What is the function of an exclamation mark?
When is word capitalized?
4.10.2 Second: Planning
Students investigate the target sentences to plan how to punctuate them. The
following is an example:
No.

1. 1

Sentence

Plan

fadwa studies french in

The following proper nouns should be

sorbonne university in

capitalized (fadwa, French, orbonne university

france.

, france. They underlined the words in the
sentence

2. 2
3. 3
4. 4
5. 5
6. 6

4.10.3 Third: Decision Making
Students punctuate the sentences properly


………………………………...…………………………………………………….



………………………………………………………………………………………
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………………………………………………………………………………………



………………………………………………………………………………………



………………………………………………………………………………………



………………………………………………………………………………………

Question 2
To collect data related to question 2 which is related to rearranging scrambled
sentences into a coherent paragraph, the target students practice many exercises in
relevance.
The following exercise is an example.
Re arrange the following scrambled sentences into a coherent paragraph:

Objectives: students are expected to rearrange scrambled sentences into a
coherent paragraph. It is a modified paragraph adopted from the work book (7),
(Macmillan, 2007, p.32).
A school visit

We got to school at 8:00 in the morning.
Next, we visited the middle pyramid and the smallest one.
At noon, we had lunch.
It was a wonderful trip because we learnt a lot about the Egyptian history.
First, we visited the highest pyramid.
On Thursday, we visited the pyramids.
In the afternoon, we left back to school and we arrived at school at 4:00.
We went by school bus.
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Students Practice (CAF)
First: Brainstorming
Students form a checklist of questions to form a coherent paragraph
-

What are the components of a paragraph?

-

What is the function of a topic sentence?

-

Where is a topic sentence located in a paragraph?

-

What is the function of the supporting sentences?

-

What is the function of the concluding sentence?

Second: Planning
Students investigate the scrambled sentences and number them in sequence in the
following table.
Topic sentence
Supporting sentence 1
Supporting sentence 2
Supporting sentence 3
Supporting sentence 4
Supporting sentence 5
Conclusion

Third: Decision Making
Students make the decision to write a coherent paragraph in their notebooks
based on the scrambled sentences and according to the conventions of paragraph
writing.
…………………………………………………………….……………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………

Question 3:
Write answers to the following questions to form a paragraph:
Objectives: to generate ideas and to take decision about the best answer.
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First: Brainstorming
To write the answers in a paragraph form.
The questions:
1-Where did you spend your last summer holiday?
2-Who went with you?
3-where did you stay?
4-Which places did you go to?
5-What is the best meal you ate?
6-How did you feel at that time?

Second: Planning
Students answer the questions and draw a map of a coherent paragraph as shown in
Topic sentence
Supporting sentences
Conclusion

Third: Decision Making
Students write the paragraph
Last year............................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................

Question 4:
Re arrange the following items in the proper form of a letter. (Synthesis)
Objectives: to test the students’ ability to write a formal letter according to letter
writing conventions.
Here are the components of a letter
Dear Peter- Yours: Ali – Ali lives in Palestine - Alwehda St. - Gaza.
You’ll enjoy the pleasant weather, the warm sea and the delicious Palestinian food.
Looking forward to receiving your reply. I invite you to visit Gaza in the summer
holiday. I received your letter yesterday. I am happy that you and your family are
alright. Moreover, People are friendly and like foreigners.
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First: Brainstorming
Students work in pairs or in groups to form the following checklist:


Who is the sender?



What is the sender’s address?



How is an address organized?



Where is a date written?



Who is it sent to?



What is the subject of the letter?



What does it describe?



What is the concluding sentence?



How and where to sign?

Second: Planning
Students draw a map of a letter including locating each item in its proper place.

Address

Greeting
Date.……………
Opening sentence………………………………………………………………………….
Body of the letter.
………………………………………………..…………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
Concluding
letter………………………………………………………………………………………………
signature
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Third: Decision Making
Students rearrange the final form of the given letter

…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………….…….………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………..

Question 5:
Transcoding information from a diagram.
Students are expected to transcode information from a diagram to construct a
paragraph
About healthy food

others
Proteins

Vitamins and
minerals

Carbohydrates
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http://danielscienceblogg.blogspot.com/2012_01_01_archive.html
First: Brainstorming
Students generate the following checklist of questions to form a paragraph about
healthy food:


What is healthy food?



What are the types of food that contain proteins?



What are the types of food that contain Vitamins and minerals?



What are the types of food that contain Carbohydrates?

They suggest a concluding sentence.
Second: Planning
Students map for a paragraph as shown.
Topic sentence
Supporting sentences
Conclusion

Third: Decision Making
Students write a coherent paragraph.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
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